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.êb st r act

The present research utÍIized treatment integrity procedures

to enabl-e reliabLe conrparisons of the relative efficacy and

cost-effectiveness of live-clinic and taped-home reLaxation
training procedures, for the treatment of tension headaches,

Prevíous research assessing relaxation training for
headaches has failed to assess treatment integrity, i.e.,
Èhe extenl to.which the therapist inplemented the relaxation
procedure as described, and the degree to which the patients
cornpJ-ied with the therapist's instructj_ons. proceduraL

reli.ability was assessed in the study as follows, A trained
observer scored the live-clinic reLaxation training
procedure from audiotapes. The observer also scored the
corresponding tapes utilized for successive stages of home

reLaxatj-on traíning. Objective compliance with the taped-
hone rel-axation training v¡as assessed using a conpuLer-based

method. Brief]y, this method entails the patienË, s

squeezing of a hand control (which was record.ed by the

computer) each time instructed t.o tense a muscle, Cost-

effectiveness was examined as a ratio of degree of
improvement per amount of therapist contact for each

patient. A single-case replication design with three

tension headache sufferers in each of two experínents was

enployed. Experiment,s I and II were the same except, that
while the relaxation Èraining was done Iive in the hospitaL

set.ting for Experiment 1, the patients used soIely tapes of
the rel-axation exercises in their homes for Experiment 2.
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The dependent variabl-es were taken from patients' self-
report of daily headache data. The resuLts indicated that;
a) headache frequency decreased ín 5 out of the 6 patìents,

with improvements ranging from 60.6t to 92.02, the sixth
patient improved his headache pain intensity by 54,18, b)

paLienLs who had the highest compliance rates generaLly

ì.mproved the most, and c) home-based relaxation training was

as effective, and therefore more cost-effective than live-
cIínic relaxation t.ra j.ning.
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îreatment Integrit.y and Cost -E ffect j-venes s of Home vs,

Clinic ReÌaxation Training for Tension Headaches

Headaches have been described as one of humanity's most

comrnon physical discomfort.s. They can be mild and sel-f-

IimiÈing, or they can be severe and require medication to

limit the discomfort (Martin, 1983) . Delozier and Gagnon

(1975) reported that headaches are one of the 14 principal
problems presented by people seeking outpat.ient medícal care

(cf . BLanchard and .Andrasik/ 19821 , Diamond (1987)

indicated that approxímately 155 million work days are Iost

annually in the United States because of headaches. He also

reported that nuscle contraction is the cause of headache in
908 of patients. Other researchers have argued that
approximateLy 80* of headaches are muscle contraction or

tension headaches (e.9,, Teders e! aI ., 1984), still other

investigators have suggested that only 408 can be classified

as tension related (Anderson, Lawrence, and Olson, 1981) .

Obviously, there woufd seen to be inconsistency in the

diagnosis of tension headaches.

Tn L962, the Ad Hoc committee on Classification of

Headache, from the Nationaf Institute of Neurological

Diseases and Blindness, described muscLe contraction

headache as:

"Ache or sensations of tightness, pressure,

const.riction, widely varied in intensity,
frequency, and duration, sometines long-l-asting'

and commonly suboccipital . It is associated with
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sustained contraction of skeletaÌ muscles in the

absence of permanent structural chanqe, usuall-y as

part of the individual's reacEion during life

stress (P. 718¡ I. 1)."

The Comrflíttee further described vascular headaches of

the migraine type as!

"Recurrent attacks of headache, widely varied in

intensity, frequencyf and duration. The atstacks

are commonly unilateral in onsett are usually

associated srith anorexia and, sometimes with nausea

and vonitingi in some cases are preceded by, or

associated with, conspicuous sensory, notor, and

rnood disturbancesi and are often familial (p. 717,

J-) LJl.

More recently though, muscle contraction headaches have

been characterized as havinq a slov¡ onset (Blanchard and

Andrasik, L9821 , as a dull ache' with a band or caplike

pressure or tightness over the entire head (Blanchard,

Ahl-es, and Shaw, L9791 ¡ as a band-like tightness or pressure

around the heád or stiffness or soreness ín the neck

(Will-iamson, 1981-); as aches or sensations of lightness in

the cephatic and/or occipital regíon with presence of

sustalned nuscle contraction (Thompson' L9821 ¡ and as

preceded or associated with anxiety or tension (Diehr et

aL., 1982).

In contrast, migraine headaches have typically been

characterized by sudden onset with intense unifateral
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throbbing pain (Btanchard and Andrasik, 1,982) ; by unilateral
pain at onset whj-ch may become generqlized to the whole head

(Blanchard et aI . tL979, i by severe throbbing pain that has a

unilateral- or one-sided locus at onset but which may radiate
to other areas (Williamson, 1981_); and by pai.n in and. around

the eyes with acute visual change and flushing (Díehr et
al ., 1982) .

Self-reports have been used to differentiate migraine

and tension headache sufferers with success. Blanchard,

Andrasik, Arena, et.al ., (L983) provided evidence to suggest.

that the use of headache histories to determine headache

type is the best single predictor of improved headache

activity based on nonpharmaco logi c treatment effects. A1l

subjects received rel-axation training, but based on headache

history, subjects diagnosed as suffering fron tension

headache aLso received EMG biofeedback while migraine

headache sufferers also received thermal biofegdback. The

resul-ts indicated that based on the level of improvernent for
each headache type, 87.5 to 95,2* of patients were correctLy

classified. However, they also deternrined that a

combination of headache hì.stories, headache d.iaries,
psychological tests and psychophys iological_ measures

presented a consistentJ-y, but only slightly superior, method

of predicting improvenent (90 to 100? of patients v¿ere

classified correct.ly) . Thus, it does appear possible for
headache hist'ories to faciLitate a differential diagnosj_s

betv¡een tension and migraine headaches (see Appendix A for
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an indepth discussion on the difficulties ín diagnosing

headache type) .

Relaxat.ion Trainingt

Historically, the treatment of tension (the focus of

the present study) and migraine headaches has been

considered an aspect of inquiry falling within the domain of

the medical profession. Ho\'¡ever, many physicians have

considered most headaches to be a nan!festation of

psychological variables (Bakal, f9?5) . Indeed, within Èhe

past L5 years, behaviorally oríented clinicians have

accunulated a sizeable body of literature on the assessment

and treatnent of headaches (Blanchard et aI', 1979). Based

on this reseaich, it appears that relaxation trainíng

procedures have been effective in reducing both tension and

migraine headache symptoms (Blanchard, Andrasik, Neff, et

al.r 1983; Fichtler and Zimmerman, L973¡ 'Jurish, et al'/

1983, Tatso and HinkLe, 1973) . Carney (1983) reported that

about 6Oå to ?0* of the patients receiving relaxation

training for tension headaches were able !o reduce headache

activity by at Ieast 5OE' A¡ important question might be to

ask why the success rate for rel-axation training is not

higher. One reason is that relaxation training may not be

the most appropriate change agent (see díscussion on the

appropriateness of relaxation training, as suggested by Lake

(198f), in Appendix B) . Another explanation nay be that in

order to det.ermine its actual effectiveness, ref axat j'on

training must.be inplemented properly. That is, treatment
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inteqrity must be assessed and insured. Two components lo

treat.ment integrity are important. The_ first is that the

experimenter must implement the procedure as descxibed

(procedural reliabíIity) , and the second is tha! the

subjects must adhere to the experimentert s instructions

(compliance) , The actua.l- value of relaxation training may

not have yet been determined because the refevanÈ research

to date has not been precise enough in its descrÍptions, and

reliabie enough in its inplementatíons of treatnen!. An

obvious area of inquiry then, would be to examine the degree

of procedural reliability evident in the research.

Procedural ReIiabilitY

Petersonf Homer, and Wonderlich (1982) argued that

accurate and reliable descriptions and observations of the

independent, as well as the dependent variabfes are

necessary to establish a functional relationship between the

two variabl-es, thereby fostering ínternal validity. WhiIe

much attention has been afforded to accurate assessment of

dependent variables, procedures designed to determine lhe

accuracy of manipulation of independent variables are

general-]y lacking. In other words, it is necessary not only

to provide a study that is technologically sound (Baer/

Wotf, and Risley, 1968), but also to provide objective

assessments to indicate the reliability or consistency

with which the treatÍìent procedures actually l¡ere

implemented.

Accurate determination of the functional relationship
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between the independent and dependent variables is necessary

to specify the precise behavioral cha-nge aqent. For

example, eillingsley, White, and Munson (1980) argued that

without procedural reliability checks, when unexpected

changes occur, or when expecled changes are absent,

replication and practical utilÌty have been sabotaged, thus

questioning the vaLidity and cIl-nical significance of the

study (see Appendix C for a further discussion on the need

for procedural reliability assessments) .

SeveraL researchers have been concerned, conceptually,

with treatment integrity, with reference to the treatnent of

headaches. Hillenberg and Coll-ins (1983) ' for example,

argued that procedural differences across relaxation

training studies severely Iimit the potential for

réplication. In Hj.llenberg and coltins/ (1982) review of

rel-axation tral.ning research, 26 distinctly different
relaxation approaches were reported. Of the studies

reported, 10 gave no indication as to the type of procedure

employed. In addítion, most of the other studies reported

that a rnodified version of a specific relaxation approach

was used, but descriptions of these modifications were

missing.

While accurate descriptions of the implementation of

the independent variable are required, the extent to whích

these procedures are performed in accordance with their

descrj.ptions must be assessed. Two.procedural issues

already discussed must be noted' The first is Èhat
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reliability checks must insure that the performed procedure

d.oes not omit. anything fron the descríbed procedure, and the

second is that the manipulation must not incfude anything

more than has been described (Peterson et al. I L982) .

Training observers to monitor the integrity with which

the independent varj-abJ-e is manipul-ated, in much the sane

way that the accuracy of dependent measures are obtained,

has been one solution to assessing the functionaL

relationship between the índependent and dependent variables

(Peterson et aI ., L982) .

Examination of tensíon headache studies quickly reveaLs

the absence of treatment integrity checks ' Another

conponent of relaxation trainíng and tension headache

research thaÈ has not recej.ved adequate treatment integrity

attention, but which is often recommended, is the use of

home practice.of relaxation exercises (HilLenberg and

Collins, 1983) ,

Home Practice

The use of hone practice is a proceduraL recommendation

for nearly all of the studies employing relaxation training

(Fl-anders and McNamara' :-98'7r. Carney (1983) has argued

that a majority of nonresponders to relaxation therapy are

patients who fail to practice relaxation on theír own.

Turner and Chapman (1982) have pointed out that behavioral

in!erventions emphasize regular home practj-ce. Beaty and

Haynes (19?9) have sugqested that hone practice may account

for some of the intervention effects. Hillenberg and
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Collins (1982) reviewed relaxation training studies belv¡een

19?0 and 1979 from 12 different journals. They found it

surprising that only 608 (48 out of 80) of the studies

reported some type of home practice given that Bernstein and

Borkovec (19?3) specificalJ-y stated.

"The importance of practicing cannoL be over

emphasized to the c.Lient. . . relaxation is a skill
which must be practiced if ít is to improve

(p. 30, column 2) ."

Hillenberg and Collins (f982) did report that there had

nol been any enpirical evidence to support the use of home

praclice as a critical component of relaxation traíning'

However, in 1983, these authors conducted a sÈudy that

indeed indicated that home practicef twice daily concurrent

with sessions one to seven, contributed to the efficacy of

progressive relaxation Èraining for subjects reporting

general anxiety and tension problems. Analysis of the data

indicated that, relative to the no home practice group and

wait-l-ist. control groupr the home practice group showed a

signíficant irnprovement in both anxiety and tension 1eve1s,

as weÌl as in the percentagle of subjects who ímprovedi at

least during the 2 weeks foltowing relaxation training'

However, whil-e home practice of relaxation appears to

be an important conponent of relaxation training, objective

assessment of compl j-ance with this prescription is notably

lacking, Just as objective measures should be used to

determine the accuracy wíth which the independent variable
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(relaxation) is irnplemented, objective assessments shouÌd

also be conducted to nÌeasure the rate-of compliance to
instructions to practice relaxation at home.

Comp I i ance

Several- aut.hors have noted the importance of evaluating

compliance with rel-axation training for headaches (e.g.,

Blanchard and .Andrasik, L982; and Turner and Chapman | !9821 ,

For example, if a particuLar intervention is ineffective, we

cannot. say whether the problem was a faulty technJ-que, or

whether the patient's use of the technique was faulty.
Lichstein and Hoel-scher (1986) argued t.hat decísions as to
relaxation efficacy are questionable if the evaluator is
unaware of leveI of relaxaÈion practice.

tr^lhil-e self-report measures of compliance provide some

information, a d.irect measure of relaxation practice would

obviously be preferable (Tayl-or et al ., 1983) . Hitlenberg

and Col-lins (1982) noted the necessity of objective

compliance measures, They stated that t.he actual rate of
compliance on the part of the subjects is one of the major

probJ-ems encountered. in studies that assÍgn home pracLice.

Of Lhe 48 studies they reviewed that reported home practiJe,

39 did not assess compliance in any way, nine used only

sel"f-reported compliance assessment, and there were no

studies that cónducted objective compliance assessments (see

Appendix D for a further díscussion on the problems

associated v¡ith self-reported compliance, and the need for
more objective rneasures ) .
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Col-J-ins et al_, (19821 and Hj_Itenberg and CoIIins (19g2;

1983) have suggested one method of oh-taining objective
compliance measures of home relaxat.j_on. Their procedure

invoJ-ves the presence of cue tones on taped relaxation
exercises, The subject is asked to practice the exercises
and to record when and how many tones were heard, These

responses are then compared to a master list and cornpLiance

is assessed. This procedure is an improvenent over sel_f-
report measures, but it is not necessarj_ly an accurate
measure of compliance with relaxation practice, While

listening to the tape is objectively assessed., doing the
exercises may not be. To wit, it is possible for the
subject or cl-íent to engage in any act j.vity that does not
interfere with hearing the tone on the tape, for example,

eating a snack þr maybe even reading a book or watching

tel-evision (see Appendix D for a further discussion on

compliance) . Thus, while objective compliance measures have

been improved, there is sÈiIl_ a need for more accurat.e

measurement. One obvious goal of obtaining objective
compliance measures would be to assess the "true" value of
the use of home practice of relaxation traíning, A second

goal would be to deternine the relative effectiveness of the
home use of relaxation training as compared to therapist-
deLívered relaxation training.
Self vs. Therapi st -Del ivered Relaxation Training

Several authors have suggested that a comparison

between self and therapi st-de l ivered relaxation training is
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required. Blanchard and Andrasik (1982) recommended that

se 1f- adrnini stered treatments be compared to comparable

clinic-administered treat,ments to evaluate their relative

efficacy and cost-effectiveness (see Appendix E for a

discussion on the need to provide individuals with a self-

hel-p approach to treatj-ng headaches) .

Teders et aI. (1984) co¡npared a therapi st -directed,

clinic-based relaxation treatment to a minimal- contact,

home-based tréatment. The resufts wete positive in that the

minimal t.herapisl contact group had tension. headache

improvement rates that approached or equaled those in the

therapist directed group' and that' the mínima1 therapist

contact group was nore cost-effective. Howevert

methodological concerns regarding procedural reliabilíty and

compliance leave the reader uncfear as to the functional

relationship between the independent (relaxation training)

and dependent (headache rates) variables. Briefly, although

Teders et a]. (1984) reported where a detaifed description

of their relaxation procedure could be found, they did not

formally attempt to deternine whether or not the independent

variabfe was nanipulated appropriately. Thus, we are unsure

of the extent to which their reported procedures were

followed. In addition, al-though home practice was assigned

for both groups, only the minimaL contact group had access

to the relaxation tapes after the first week. Beginning at

week two, the clinic based group practiced wíthout the

benefit, of tapes. Therefore, the quality of practice nay
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have been hindered. Thus, the two treatment conditions were

not identical- and comparj-son of mode -of delivery is
difficult. Also, the onLy measure of home practice

compliance that was obtained was the subjectsf self-
recordings of the tíme of day they practiced and the degree

of relaxation they achieved,

These self-reports were then used to indicate that

compl-iance rates bet\^reen the two groups were very similar.
As Taylor et al-. (1983) have indicated, compliance to

instructions to practice is overreported. An interesting
point here is that overreporting of practice may not

necessarily be consist.ent across time or subjects. It is a

problem worth investigating in its own right. In any case

though/ it ís impossible to determine the actual rate of

compliance. If one group tended to practice much more than

the other group, the concLusions that were deduced are

questionable (See Appendix E for further discussion on home-

based relaxation training) .

Surnmary

A1though, the líterature describíng the differentíal-
assessment of tension and miqraine headaches is ambiguous,

iÈ is sometimes possibl-e to differential-ly diagnose tension

and migxaíne headaches along a severity continuun via self-
report (Martin, 1983) . In spite of procedural reliaÉility
issues, relaxation training appears to be sornewhat effective
in reducing both migraine and tension headache act,ivity.

While about 608 to 70t of the patÍents receiving reLaxation
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training for tension headaches improve at least 50* in

headache symptoms, procedural- reliability issues should be

considered before dismissing reLaxation training as only

partiall-y effect,ive, Further research demands carefuL

documentation and assessment of the independent variable

manipuJ-ation and objective cornpliance measures of training
or practìce in the home, if the effectiveness of relaxation

training is to be ascertained.

Thus, the purpose of Experiment 1 was to assess the

"true" potentiaÌ of live-cl-inic relaxation training for

tension headaches using objective procedural reliability (in

the clinic) and compliance checks (in t.he home) . The purpose

of Experiment 2 was to assess the "true" vaLue of a taped-

home reLaxation trainj-ng procedure, t.hat used objectíve

procedural reliability checks for the tapes, and compliance

checks for practicing, for the treatment of tension

headaches, .A¡ overaLl goal of the proposed research was to

compare the relative cost -e ffect ivenes s of the home versus

clinic use of relaxation training.
The treatment integrity i-ssues of assessment of

independent variable manipulation and objective conpliance

measures were managed by having a trained observer monitor

the relaxation training procedure implemented in the clinic
setting/ and by having a conputer assess compliance in the

home setting. Briefly, for the l-atter metshod, the patíent

Iay on a pressure mat that nonitored the length of the

session, nlsó the patient squeezed a hand control- each time
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he or she r¡as instructed to tense a muscle. Thus,

information about session Iength and whether or not the

pa!ient was tensing and reLeasing the hand control- in

synchrony with the taped instructions was gathered.

Although it was stíll poss!-ble for patients to tense and

re.Lease the hand control without doing so for the other

muscle groups, ít was more líkely that thèy wouJ-d comply

with this procedure than other procedures tÔ insure

compliance because the patients had to spend t'he entire

session on the mat.r and had to l-isten to the h'hole tape

continuousLy to remain in synchrony with the instructions.

Met hod

Methodological Features Common to Both ExÞeriments

Subiects. Tension headache patients were selected for

the present study based on Blanchard, Andrasik, Arenar et

af's. (1983) headache hislory form' A qualífied neurologist

from tshe department of NeuroLogy at the St. Boniface GeneraL

Hospital was consulted to confirm a tension headache

diagnosis and to exc.Iude those people who exhibited pain

originating from physical (hypertension, anemia, infectious

diseases) and/or neurological (tumors or strokes) factors

(Thompson, L982) ' As wilL be recaLled, Blanchard, Andrasik,

Arena/ et af. (1983) found that headache histories are the

best single predictor of headache type (87.5 to 95'2*

correct classifications) . Thus' a copy of the headache

history (see Appendíx F) enployed in that study was used to

select six tension headache sufferers (three for each of
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experíments 1 and 2) who had responded Èo an advertisement

placed in a local- newspaper. A seventh patient, diagnosed

as experiencing primarily migrainous type headaches, was

also recruited because of the Iack of tension headache

patients at the time. Information on him and his data is

piesented in Appendix G. Only palients who had partners who

were willinq to aid in data collection were utilized in the

presents study, Finally a Letter indicating general health

status was requested.from each patients' family doctor.

WhiIe approximately 100 people *.te s.t"eted, only 6

patients were utilized because of the diffículty focating

appropriate tension headache sufferers. Some applicants

appeared to be experiencing noderate levels of migraine

and/or clus!er headaches. Other candidates were believed to

be exhibiting different psychiatric symptoms i ê.9.t

depression or anxiety, that míght have contaminated the

data. Some potential patients could not commit themselves

to 12 to 20 weeks of uninterupted participation, and still

other applicants did not have a significant other to provide

corroborative data on the patient's headaches'

The patients were randomly assigned to the two

experiments. The patients were not given a choice as to

whether they could participate in the live-clinic or the

taped-home portions of the study. As there were only three

computers to assess cornpliance, the first three patients

that net the inclusion criteria were placed in Experiment 1'

The next three patients to meet the requirements were placed
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in Experiment 2. The rational for having two experíments

was to first determine the effect of.treatment i.ntegrity
checks on relaxation training for tension headaches in a

Iive-clinic setting. If the data indicated that the resuLts
were at. least approximating the effectiveness of previous

research/ then Experiment 2 was to assess the value of an

improved method of rel-axation training appl_ied to tension

headache patients in a taped-home setting.
Settinq, AÞÞaratus, and Materials. Live relaxation

exercises were conducted in a smaLl_ private office in the
McEwen Buílding (Departnent of psychiatry) at the St.
Boniface General Hospital j-n Winnipeg, Manitoba. A

recJ-ining chair was used for relaxation training in the

cl-inic. Taped relaxation training was conducted in the
patient's own home. The most confortable sitting or lying
furnitúre was used for the home reLaxation exercises.

Headache diaries (see Appendix H) enabled self-report of
headache act.ivity, EMG equipment and assessments were

conducted in the biofeedback roorn, somewhat larger than the

relaxation training room, also located in the McEwen

Building at the St. Boniface ceneral Hospital . Frontal EMG

was recorded using an Autogen 1?00 biofeedback unit. The

surface active el-ectrodes were placed approximately 2.5 cm.

above the center of each eyebrow while the ground electrode
was positioned bet\,¡een and slightly above the active

electrodes. EMG Levels (in micro-voIts) were sampled via
observation of the V.U, meter every L5 seconds for L0
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minutes followìng a 10 minute adaptatj.on period.

Inrerobservex xel-iability for t'he EMG-observations, ranged

from 87.5* to L00*, wíth a mean of 94.5t.

CompLiance neasures were assessed using a Commodore Vic
20 computer programmed to receive and record amount of time

spent practicing and adherence to the tense-release cycle
presenied on the audio tapes. The patient sat or lay down

on a Radio Shack pressure nat that enabled measurement of
the length of time the person engaged in the exercise. In

addition, the patient was instructed to squeeze and release

a hand control device in unison with each tense-rel-ease

cycJ-e presented on the relaxation tape, Each squeeze and

release of the hand controL \,¡as transmitted to

and recorded by the computer.

Ðesiqn. Baseline length was a major concern because

the present study dealt wj.th a population experiencing a

clinical problem with accompanying pain. Since a multiple

baseline design could have meant basel-ine lengths of up to

l0 weeks for some of the patients, it was decided to use a

single-case A-B-C replication design wherein A = BaseLiner B

= Relaxation Training, and C = Maintenance. Each patient

started baseline at different times; i.e., as they became

available for the experiment they participat,ed in. In

addition, baseline lengths were staggered such that each

patient monit.ored their headaches for 4 to 6 weeks, foll-owed

by at l-east 6 weeks of relaxation training, and finally, 4

to 6 weeks of maintenance, respectively.
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DeÞendent Measures. Throughout the study, each patient
recorded the requested informaiion in- their headache diaries
four times dail-y at approxirnately breakfast, lunch, supper,
and bedtime, The headache diary included information about
headache frequency, duration (in hours), and inlensity.
fntensity was based on Huskisson, s (1983) visuaL analogue

scal-e. The scale ranges from severe pain to no pain. fn
addition, the number of verbal comments about headache

activity to a significant other, and medj_cation dosage were

recorded dai1y. These reports were given to the therapist
or research assistant (a hospital volunteer) once per week.

Each patient. al-so had his or her EMG responses record.ed. once

per week by a research assistant trained in EMG procedures.

At this time, the assistant also answered questions arising
from difficulties with the headache diarieè, Thus, headache

act.ivity was monitored continuousJ_y durj_ng the entire study.
Validitv of Subiect Recording. In order to gather

collateral ínformation on changes wilh treatment, the
partner completed a weekly rating scaLe assessing how nuch

the headaches had interfered \^¡ith the patient/s functioning;
i.e,, changes in daily routine such as sleep patterns,
absences from work, irritability, and the frequency of
verbal comment.s about headaches (see Appendix I) . With the

exception of one patíent in each experinent, the partner,s
recording provided little helpful infornaÈion (see Appendix

,r) .

Basel-ine. AÈ t.he init,ial meeting, pat,ients were told
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individuaf l-y that followingr a 4 to 6 week monitoring period,

which included weekly EMG assessments,, a relaxation
procedure wouLd be implemented in an attempt to decrease

headache activity. They were instructed t,o maintain their
headache diaries for the entire study. They were aLso told
their partners were to compl-ete their rating scales

cont. inuous Iy .

Procedure, The relaxation training procedures for the

two experinents contained subtle differences, and will
therefore be described in their respective experiments,

Maintenance. Maintenance of training was assessed for
each patient following the completion of reÌaxation

training. ALI patients were inslrucled to continue

practicing reLaxation once per day, As wii.I be described

Iaterf by the end of Bernstein and Borkovec's tenth session,

the patient should be abLe to relax compl-eteLy, sinply by

counting, and the procedure should not take longer than a

minute or two. Thus, in an effort to traín coping skills in
the face of stressful situations in the natural environment,

all patients were instructed to employ the counting

procedure when they found themsel-ves to be unduly tense, or

when they felt that a headache was evolving. The rational-e

provided to the patients was: inducing relaxation at these

tj-rnes wiII heLp to further reduce headache symptoms in the

future. Each patient continued to record their daily
headache activity and to report for EMG neasures weekly for
4 to 6 weeks following training. Follow-up measures of
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headache activity and EMc responses for 3 weeks durat j.on

wi]l be conducted at approximately l year following the
cor0pletion of the maintenance phase,

Procedural Rel-iabilitv. The research assistant
monitored all- of the audio-tapes of the therapist, s

adherence to the relaxat.ion script for Experiment 1 (the

Iive-clinic pat.ients), to assess the accuracy of the

independent variable manipulation. The observer monitored

the home practice tapes for sessions one, four, six, eight,
nine, and 10, as the standardized procedure requires that.

different muscLe groups be used at these t.imes, so that the
verbal- content of the tape changes. The observer only had

to monitor the home practice tapes in Experiment 2 as there
were no clinic procedures to conduct. The observer checked

to determine if key erords such asi "re1ax", "tense", "calm",
etc., or key phrases such as,. r'now tense your 1eft hand and

forearm", or "now relax your forehead conpletely" v¿ere

included or omitted frorn the instructíons. Any deviations
from the script (either omissions or extras) were recorded.

as an error. Thus, the number of errors were described as a

rat.io of total obtained errors, over the total number of key

words in the script, for each of onissions and ext,ras, and

then multiplied by 100 to obtain a percentage. A numerator

of \0' would represent a perfect score ín each case. The

percentage scores provided an indication of the íntegrity
with which the independent variabl-e v¡as nanipulat,ed. The

results of this reliability check índicated that the
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presentation of the treatment regimen was appropriate 90.?St

to 100% of the time, with a mean of 95,25%, These ranges

represent t.he data for all_ patients for alL tapes. As the
script was taken fron the home tapes, these tapes were 100t

accurate.

fnstruction to the Patient (Home Computers) . The

patients were informed as to the purpose of the computers,

an obtrusive measure, in an effort to improve cornpliance.

Each of the patients received the home computers and were

told that the purpose of the computer \^Ias to help give the

therapist an idea of whether or not the patient was

practicing appropriately, They were further instructed that
they were to squeeze the hand control in unison qrith each

muscle the tape told them to tense. It is the squeeze of
the hand control that is recorded by the computer.

Compliance. As described previously, to obtain

objective compJ-iance measures/ the computer recorded the

length and tine of the home session as well as each squeeze

and release of the hand control. The computer output was

then compared to the l-ength of session and timing of the

tense-re.l-ease cycles on the tape, and an objective measure

of compl-iance \,¡as obtained. But as indicated previously,

although the computer does not insure that patients wilI
comply with instructions in the hone, this procedure is more

likeJ-y to objectively assess conpliance than other

procedures because the patient v¡ould have to remain on the

pressure mat for the entire session/ and would have to
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listen to the tape continuously in order to re¡nain in
synchrony with the tense and release cycles in the

instructions.
During the maintenance phase, the computers were

removed from the home to further enhance generalization of
coping skil-Is to the naturaf environment. SeIf report was

the onl-y method of assessing compliance at this point. At

the end of the study, each individual patient's percentage

of compliance to instructions for refaxation training and

practice !¡as compared directly to their overall ímprovement

in headache activity.
Socíal Validitv. A social val-idation questionnaire

(see Appendix K) was distributed to all six participants in
the study. Subjective ratings of satisfaction with the

treatment procedures and oulcomes provided an indication of

the overall effectiveness of live-cIiníc and taped-hone

relaxation training. Patients were also asked to have

significant others in their home environnent rate their

satisfaction with observed changes in the patient's headache

activity (see Appendix L) ,

Experiment 1

Sub iects

Experiment 1 included one female patient, Sheila, age

24 years, and two male patients, Richard and Andy, ages 33

and 48 years, respectiveLy. Sheila had a headache history

of approximately 6 years. Richard and Andy had experienced

headaches for approxinatel-y 7 and 23 yeaxs/ respectively.
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Al-Ì three patients were diagnosed as experiencing tension

headaches,

Procedure

Relaxation Traininq. AIl patients \^'ere instructed to

continue recording in their headache diary and to report for

the EMG assessnents once per week. Training was to be

conducted twice per week, over a period of 5 weeks. The

rel-axation training phase typically lasted longer than 5

weeks because of míssed sessions. Ríchard's and Sheil-a's

relaxation training phase lasted 6 weeks each and Andy's

lasted I weeks, Thus, there were 10 training sessions for

each patient following baselines of approximately 5 v¡eeks.

Bernstein and Borkovec's (1973) standardized relaxation

traíning procedure was implemented in the present study.

BriefJ-y, the patient progressed through 10 sessions of

systematically tensing and relaxing different muscle groups.

The procedures used in the hospilal setting were taken from

the script used to nake the audio-tapes for home practice

(see Appendíx M) . The only variation was that duríng home

practice' the patient tensed and released their dominant

hand to manipulate a hand control in conjuncÈion with each

different muscle group in order to assess compliance.

Relaxation traíning in the clinic incLuded corrective

feedback (instructions) for responses that were performed

incorrectly or inappropriate ly . Feedback was provided to

maximize relaxation treatment effects and to more closely

approximate clinical relaxation trainÍng procedures.
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Horne Practíce, Based on the notion that home practice
is essentj-aI for relaxation training to be effective, home

practice was assigned to each patient during the traíning
phase of the study, Each patient was provided with taped

relaxation exercises and was instrucled to practice training
at least once per day.

ResuIt s

The headache index, as described by BLanchard, et aI .

(1982) is the nost commonly used measure of headache

activity because ít combines frequency, duration, and

intensity. Experiment 1, however, showed that intensity and

duration were reLatively stable and did not affect the

overall headache activity rating. Therefore, only headache

frequency and headache-free days per week are reported here.

Results were graphed and analyzed via visual- inspection

of data arising from a single-case replication research

design (Kazdin, 1,982ì, , Individual- data r,¡ere examined for
each patl-ent to evaluate the relative effect.iveness of Live-

clinic relaxation trainj.ng, for tension headaches, when

treaLÍient inteqrity issues are addressed, In reading the

graph, the left ordinate represents the headache frequency

measure and the right ordinate, the headache-free days

measure.

As can be seen in Figure 1, Richardts headache

frequency immediately decreased from the baselíne to

treaLment phases, with consistent improvement, stabilizing

between 0 and I headaches per week v¡hen he lras placed in the
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maintenance phase. His mean headache frequencies during the

three phases were 6.25 headaches per week during baseline,

2.? headaches per week during rel-axation training, and .5

headaches per week during maj-ntenance, Richard,s overalt
mean weekly headache frequency improved by 92t from the

baseLine to the mainÈenance phases.

His number of headache-free days, following a

decreasing trend during baseline, iÍunediatel-y increased when

the treatment was impLenented. Although somewhat variable

initially, his number of headache-free days continued on an

increasÍng trend by the end of the treatment phase, and

stabil-ized at 6 to 7 headache-free days per week during the

maintenance phase. Ríchard's mean number of headache-free

days per week during the three phases of the study were; 3.3

days per wèek during baseline, 5.0 days per week during the

rel-axation traj.ning phase, and 6,5 days per week during the

naintenance phase, He experienced a 9?8 increase in
headache-free days from baseline to naìntenance.

Sheila's headache frequency, as displayed in Figure 2,

was quite stâbIe duríng baselíne, averaging 16.6 headaches

per week. Her number of headaches per $reek decreased

dramatically during rel-axation training. Her mean weekly

headache frequency during this phase was 9.5. Her headache

frequency fluctuated slightly between 5 and I headaches per

week during the maintenance phase, with a mean weekly

headache frequency of 6.4 headaches per week. SheiLa's
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overall mean weekl-y headache frequency improved by 6l-.4å

from the basefine to the maintenance phases.

While Sheila did not experience any headache-free days

during baseline, she suddenly became headache-free for
approximateLy 1,5 days per week foÌlo\,¡ing the second week of

the treatment phase. During the maintenance phase, Sheil-a

averaged 2.4 days per week without a headache, an

improvement of 60t over the relaxation training phase,

In Figure 3, while Andy's headache frequency initially
decreased over the first 4 weeks, it increased again Ín the

last 2 weeks of baseline. His mean weekly headache

frequency was Ll.0 during basel-ine, His number of headaches

remained relatively stable, but at a lower levef than durj-ng

baseline, during the first 4 weeks of relaxation training,
and then graduall-y decreased during the final- 4 weeks of

treatment. He averaged 5.9 headaches per week during thís
phase of the program. His headache frequency remained

stable at a low leve1 durinq the maintenance phase, with a

mean weekly headache frequency of 3.0 headaches per week.

Andy's overall- mean r^¿eekÌy headache frequency improved by

'72,8% from the baseline to the maintenance phases.

It can also be seen in Figure 3 that Ãndy's tota]

number of headache-free days per week during basefine was

somewhat variable, averagíng 1.3 days per week without a

headache. After an initial decreasing trend in headache-

free days, he dranatically improved over the final 5 weeks

of relaxation training to obtain an overalL ¡nean of 2.8
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headache-free days per week during treatment' Although

Ândy/ s total number of headache-free days per week was

variable during maintenance, it was improved' He averaged

4.0 headache-free days per week. He obtained a 207 '"72

overall improvement in headache-free days from the baseline

to the maintenance Phases.

Based on the headache diaries, Table 1 presents the

average amount of medication consumed (in type and dosage)

and number of comments per week per phase for each patient'

-Ld¡Jrc ¡

Averaqe Medication and Number of Comments per Week Þer Phase

for Each Patient

BaseIíne Relaxation Training Maintenance

Ri chard

Medication 1.5 t,2 0'3
( Tytenol- - regul ar strength throughout study)

Comments 5.3 2,3 0 ' 8

Sheila

Medication 7.6 0'0 O'0

iiyiu"o r- tegufar strength throughout study)

comments 3.6 0.0 0 ' 0

Andy

Medication f5.5 7':. ?'8-iiviåt"l l, 2, and 3 during base I ine-Tyleno t 1 thereafter)

comments 0.5 0'3 0'3
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As can be seen in Table l, Richard, s medication intake
decreased from L.5 to 0,3 tablets per- week from the baseline

to Lhe maintenance phases, His number of comment.s fell from

5,3 to 0.8 comments per week over the same time period,

Sheila¡ s medication usage dropped from ?,6 to 0.0 tablets
per week and her number of comments felL from 3.6 to 0.0

comments per week by the end of the maintenance phase.

Andy's medication dosage was reduced frorn 15,5 to ?.8

tablets per week (with a corresponding decrease in
medication strength foJ-lowing baseline), and his number of
comments was reduced from 0.5 to 0.3 comments per v¡eek from

the basel-ine to the maintenance phases

Average duration per headache per week, average

intensity per headache per week, and EMG for each patient
remained relaÈively unchanged throughout the entire study,

regardless of any changes in the other dependent measures.

Therefore, these data are not reported here. Refer to

Appendix N for further information.

The compliance data (described in more detaiL following
the results of Experiment 2) indicated that those who

complied the most, improved the most.. Richard's headache

frequency impróved by 92?", while he practiced appropriatety

73å of the time. A¡dy's headache frequency improved by

'72.8%. He practiced appropriateJ-y 36.78 of the time.

Sheita's headache frequency decreased. by 61.4t, while she

practiced appropriately 8.1t of the time.
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Experiment 2

Sub'ìects

Experiment 2 included one male patient/ Dave, age 29

years/ and two female pat.íents, Sara and lynn, ages 18 and

42 years, respectively. Dave's headache history was of

approximateJ-y 5 years duration/ Sara's headache history was

of 2 years duration, and Lynn's headache history was of

approximately 20 years duraÈion. All three patients were

diagnosed as experiencing tension headaches.

P ro cedu re

Relaxation Trainino and Home Practice. After

approximately 5 weeks of baseline, each patient received 6

relaxation training tapes. These tapes fol-lowed the sane

standardized relaxation training procedure and script as for
Experiment L except for one variatÍon, Each patient was

instructed to tense and release a hand control in

conjunction with each different muscle group ín order to

objectivefy assess compliance. Patients were aLso

instructed to fisten to the tapes sequentialJ.y for a

period of 5 weeks. The prescribed time period for each tape

was as fol-lovis: Each patient vras to practice the first tape

daily for the first 1.5 weeks, the second tape for the next

week, the third tape for the next week, the fourth tape for
another .5 of a week (the 4 week mark), the fifth tape for

another half of a week, and the sixth tape for the last half
week (the 5 week ¡nark) . The relaxation training phase

actualty lasted longer than 5 weeks because the patients
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preferred to continue using various tapes for longer than

the prescribed time period' Lynn's relaxation training

phase lasted 6 weeks and Dave's and Sara's lasted 8 weeks

each. All patients continued recording in their headache

diary, and reported for their EMG assessments once per week'

Results

Intensity and duration for Lynn and Sara were a

constant. Thus¡ headache frequency and headache-free days

per week were the only two dependent measures graphed' as

opposed to the headache index' Frequency' headache-free

days, and durauion were a constant for Ðave' Therefore'

intensitywastheonlydependentneasuregraphedforhin.
The data r'rere analyzed in the same manner as for Experiment

L.

As can be seen in Figure 4' Dave's headache intensity

wasrelativelystabfeand'averageda3'?painratingper
headache per week during baseline ' His paín intensity then

proceeded in a decreasing fashion during the relaxation

training phase' and averaqe d' a 2'8 pain rating per headache

per week. It is important to note that Dave began

rel-axation practice sessions lwice per day' once in the

evening and once before bed' during week 5 of the treatment

phase.Hísheadachepainintensityratingsbeganto
decreasequiterapídlyauthispoint,primarilybecauseof
the Ìowered ratings he obtained in the evenings' Dave's

pain intensity contínued Èo decLine stightly during the

maintenance phase, averaging a 1'7 pain rating per headache
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weekly pain rating per headache

baseline to the maintenance

In Figure 5, Lynn, s headache frequency shov¡ed a

slightly declini.ng trend throughout baseline, averaging l0.g
headaches per \^reek. She then experienced a dramatic shíft
in level-, follovred by a sharply declining trend in f¡equency
during relaxation training, where she obtained an overall
mean headache frequency of. 4.0 headaches per week. Her

headache frequency remained low and stable with a nean of
L.4 headaches per rveek during the maintenance phase of the
study. Lynn, s overal_I mean weekly headache frequency
improved by 87.0å from Èhe baseLine to the maintenance
phases.

Lynn experienced very few headache_free days during
baseline. She averaged .g days per week without a heâdache.
WhiIe her frequency of headache-free days was variable
during the initiaL 3 weeks of reLaxation training¡ the final
3 weeks of treatment produced her most dramatic irnprovement,

Her mean number of headache-free days during relaxatíon
training was 3'2 days per week, Her number of headache-free
days remained at a high, relatively stable IeveI, averaging
5.6 days per week during maintenance. Lynn experienced a

600% overall improvement of headache-free days from the
baseline to the naintenance phases.

As can be seen in Figure 6, Sara,s headache frequency

formed an increasing trend during baseline. She averaged
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17,0 headaches per week during baseline. Her headache level
immedj-ate1y dropped and stabilized during relaxation
training, v¡Íth a mean of ?,0 headaches per week. Her

headache frequency remained lorv and stable during lhe
naintenance phase of the study, averagj_ng 6,7 headaches per

week. Sara,s overall mean weekly headache frequency

improved by 60.6* from the baseline to the maintenance

. Ai-though Sara, s data are somewhat variable, her mean

number of headache-free days per week for the baseline phase

was L, Her average for the relaxation training phase v¡as

1,4 headache-free days per week, and her average for the
maint.enance phase was 1.8 headache-free days per week.

These averages represent a low but increasing trend in
headache-free days from the baseline to the maintenance

phases.

Based on information from the patienls/ headache

diaries, TabLe 2 presents the average anount of ¡nedication

consumed (in type and dosage) and number of comments per

week per phase (basetine, treatment, and maintenance) for
each patient.
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Table 2

Averaqe Medication and Number of Comments Þer l,ùeek per Phase

Baseline Relaxation Trainíng Maintenance

Dave

Medication ? .0 7.0 7.0
(FIexeriI-20m9/tablet throughout study)

Comments L2,0 11.6 10.5

Lynn

Medication 14.0
(Frosst 222 througltout study )

Comments 12.8

2.6?tr

1.05.2

S ara

Medication 18,0 4,3 1,8
(TyIenoL l untiL end of trêatment-then regular strength)

Comments L2.3 5. 6 3. 9

As can be seen in TabIe 2, Dave' s medication intake did

not decrease at all, and his number of comments feII only

from 12.0 to 10.5 comments per week from the baseline Èo the

maintenance phases. Lynn produced a drop in nedication

usage from 14.0 to 2.6 tablets per week, and a decrease from

12.8 to l-.0 comments per week by the end of the maintenance

phase. Sara/s medj-catíon dosage was reduced from 18.0 to

1.8 tablets per week from the baseline to maintenance phases

(with a corresponding decrease in nedication strength

beginning with the last week of the treatment phase) , while
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her number of comments felf from L2.3 Lo 3.9 comments per

week by the end of the Program.

Dave/ s average frequency per week, Lynn's and Sara's

average intensity per headache per week/ and each patient's

average duration per headache per week and EMG ÌeveIs

remained relatively unchanged throughout the entire study,

regardless of any changes in the other dependent measures.

These data are reported in Appendix O.

The compliance data (described in more detail under the

compJ.iance heading) generalIy indicated that those who

complied the most, inproved the most. Lynn's headache

frequency improved by 878, while she practiced appropriately

54.1å of the time. Sara's headache frequency improved by

60.6%. She practiced appropriately 20'4t of the time.

Dave's headache pain intensity decreased by 54.18, while he

practiced appropriateJ-y 80'6? of the time.

Compliance. In analyzing the compliance data, it is

important to mention that all patients reported practicj'ng

retaxation tralining, bul for one reason or anotherr not

always with the computer. Nevertheless, the following ís an

account of the computer generated compl-íance data for each

patient. It is important to note that for all" sessions

recorded by the computer, each patient was on the pressure

mat for the entire session. While the percentages $¡ere

obtained based on tbe instruction to practice at Ìeast once

per day' Dave was instructed to begin practicing twíce per

day during week 5 of the relaxation training phase (see
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l-ater discussion for more detaiL) , There is of course no

way to objectj-vely assess the validity and accuracy of
practice sessions, if indeed there were any, away from the
computer.

Appropriate praclice was defined based on two different
criteria. It shoul-d be noted that perfect compliance was

neither expected nor required for a session to be considered

as involvj-ng reasonable practice. Since there is no

relevant literature to draw from, clinical judgement

díctated that the crit.eria should be strictf but not
impossible. The criteria were applied only to those

practice sessions that appeared on the computer printout.
The first criterion was that the patient needed to have

squeezed and rel-eased the hand controt correctly within
approximately 758 of the total number of nuscle groups for
that sessioni i.e., four +/- one for foux muscLe groups,

eight +/- two for eight muscle groups, 1,4 +/- four for 14

muscl-e groups, or 32 +/- eight for 32 ¡nuscle groups,

depending on the session, The second criterion was that the
synchrony of the tense/release cycle was considered correct
if it was within 3 seconds for each muscJ.e group. In other
words, if the tensing part of the muscLe group was 25

seconds, that muscle group would have been considered

correct if the patient tensed anywhere from 22 seconds to 28

seconds. Table 3 uses these two criteria when describing

the results for each patient.
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Table 3

Improvement in
F requen cy

Inprovement
in Intens ity

Appropr i at eb
Practice Sessions

Ri chard 92 ,44 73.02 (27 of 3? sessions)

Lynn 87.0t 54,L2 (20 of 37 sessions)

Andy 'Ì2.8% 36,78 (18 of 49 sessíons)

Sheí l- a 61.4t 8.fB (3 of 37 sessions)

S ara 60.69 20,4t (1-0 of 49 sessions)

Dave 54.1t4 80.6t (58 of 72 sessions)

é Intensit.y instead of frequency for this patient.
b Sessions that met both criteria, as described above.

Considering first those patients who improved in
frequency, generall-y the more the practice the greater the

improvement. Since Dave was the only patient for which

headache intensity changed, with treatment/ anal-ysis of the

rel-ationship bet$¡een compliance rate and improvement in
headache intensity was not possible,

Cost-Effectiveness. Cost -e ffect ivene ss was analyzed by

a comparison of the nunber of therapist contact hours needed

to arrive at the obtained change in headache frequency

(headache intensity for Dave) for each patient of both

experiments. The formula for the present study was simiÌar
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to the one used by Blanchard, Andrasik, Àppelbaum, et aI.
(1985), i.e., cost -e ffect iveneg g = percent change in
headache frequency (intensíty for Dave) from the mean of the

last. 3 weeks of baseline to the nean of the last 3 weeks of
maint.enance / total number of t.herapist contact hours for
each patient. The average number of therapist hours for
each patient in experiments 1and2 were 6.4 hours and 1.75

hours, respectJ-vely. The individual quotients for the

pat.ients in both experinents were then compared, vrith the

larger nunbers indicating better cost-effectiveness. Cost-

effectiveness will al-so be assessed at the I year follow-up.

The formul-a wiLl be the same as above except that change in
headache frequency frorn baseLine to fol1ow-up will be used.

For experiment 1, Richard's quotients was 13,89,

Sheila's was 9.57, and Andy's v¡as 10.74. For ExperimenE 2t

Dave/ s quotient was 31.?5, Lynn's was 49.79, and Sara's was

3'7,45. Relaxation training at hone was shown to be much

more cost-effective (almost three times more) than

relaxation training conducted in the hospital setting.
Clinical significance, however, is an j.nportant. issue

when discussing a treatment's cosÈ-effectiveness. For

exampl-e, when the Iive training produced an improvement of

88.89%, the taped home training would have had to improve

headaches by only 24.312 in order for the two procedures to

be equally cost-effective. Än improvement of only 25% is

considered a failure in the recent headache J-iterature, and

is certainly not clinically significant. If, however, we
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compare similar inrprovement rates between experiments,
Richard (88.89t) to Lynn (g7,1,2+,) for example, we find
quotients of 13,99 and 49,7g, respectjveJ_y, indicating that
the home practice of relaxation training is 3.5g times as
cost-effective as the clinic reLaxation training procedure.

Social VaIidity. Table 4 presents the patients/ and.
their significant others, (number in brackets) degree of
satisfaction with improvement in headache frequency (freq),
duration (dur) , intensity (int), and medication (med) , as
well as their level of satisfactíon v¿ith the treatment
procedures based on the effort required, The scale ranges
from r- to 7, I being compretely unsatisfíed and 7 being
compLetely satis fied.
Tab1e 4

sarisfacrion.v,irh ÍmprovemenÈ in t":i::i;:i:""iï::
freq dur int med baseã ;;-"i;;;;

Ri chard 6 (s) 6 (s) 6 (4) s (3) 6 (6)

Shei 1a s (s) s (4) s (4) 6 (6) 5 (s)

A¡dy 6 (s) s (s) 4 (41 s (s) 6 (6)

Dave 1 (3) 1 (3) s (4) 1 (1) 7 (4\

Lynn '7 (61 4 (4) 7 (6) .7 (6\ 7 ('7)

s (s) s (s) 5 (s) 616) s (5)
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As can be seen in Table 4/ the patients, Ievels of
satisfaction with headache improvement ranged from l- to ?.

The Ls appeared in the areas of fr"qu"n"y, duration/ and

medication for Dave, and the 4s appeared only in the areas

of intensity and duration for Andy and Lynn, respectively.
The partners' satisfaction l-evels also ranged from L to 7.

Other than Dave's partner's ratings, the only less than

medium satisfactory improvement occurred in Richard, s

medication dosage. Overal1, the patients' and t,heir
partners' rated their reaction to the treatment procedure

and its outcome as nostly satisfied. It is interesting to

note that although five out of the six patients' headache

diaries did not indicate any improvement in duration or

inLensÍty, they later subjectively inflated their ratings of
satisfaction on these measures, Dave's ratings seemed to

more cLosely resemble his headache diary ratings.

Discuss ion

The íncLusion of treatment i.ntegrity proceduresi i.e.,
procedural reliabílity and compliance checks, has enabled

the "!rue" value of relaxation training for tension

headaches to be more closeÌy approximated in the current

research. Briefly, both procedures appear to have produced

positive results. The recent literature has indícated that

about 603 to 70* of the patients receiving refaxation

training for tension headaches improve by at least 50t in
headache synptons (Carney, 1983), and that a 508 improvement

rate/ without. a corresponding rise in headache nedication,
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is clinically significant (BJ-anchard and Schwarz, l-988) . In
the present study, all of the people suffering from t.ension

headaches improved by at l-east 54.18 and by as much as 924,

an amount equal to or greater than the previous Iiterature
suggests, and al-1 without a corresponding rise in headache

medication. fn fact, all of the patientsr except for Dave,

decreased their headache medication. Thus, each of the
patient's headache activity improvernents can be considered

clinically significant.
In addition, it will be recalled that, based on the

compliance data, further improvement should be expected with
more practice. Despite the promising resul-ts of the

compliance data, caution must be exercised in generalizing

results fron the present study for two reasons. First/ the

diagnostic criteria were relatively restrictive in relation
to those of previous research, and second, only five
paLients contributed data to the analysis bet.ween

improvements in headache frequency and compliance. (Dave, s

data could not, be used in the compliance analysis because

headache intensity, rather than headache frequency, was the

dependent neasure showing change. ) Further research with

less stringent incl-usion criteria and moxe patients is
necessary to estabLish the general í z abi Iit,y of t,he benefits

of greater compliance to treat.ment.

Of special importance is the finding that taped-home

relaxation training s¡as as effective as live-clinic

reLaxation training. In both cases, however, the success of
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the treatment seemed to depend on the amount and

appropriateness of home practice: Thbse who complied the
most, improved the most.. It is import.ant to note that Dave

had been practicing his reLaxatj.on exercises before going to
bed, Whil-e he was able to report a decrease in pain
intensity at that time, it was short-Iived because of the
immediacy r+j-th which he fell asleep. He was therefore,
duri.ng week 5 of the phase, instructed to include a second

practice session earlier in the evening, to further reap t.he

benefits of relaxation training. Thus, in addition to
j.ncreased practice, tining of the practice session may be a

crucial factor in improving headache activì_ty,
Cost-effectiveness needs to be considered when

discussing relative effectiveness. Therapist time and

headache inprovement, were the only factors considered in
câlculating co st-effectivenes s, since the patienls in both
procedures used the computers and audiotapes for home

pract i ce .

Caution is advised, however, when interpreting t.he

cost -e ffect ivenes s data. Despite the existence of a pooL of
dependent neasures, onl_y headache frequency, was incl_uded in
the analysis, The rationale for using only the measures

that were affected by the treatment ís based on the relative
stabil-ity of the unchanged measuresi e.g, duration and.

intensity. That is, these measures did not affect the

overal-1 headache activity rating. Thus, using headache

frequency as the outcome standard/ taped-home relaxation
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training is 3 to 4 times as cost-effective as the cLinic
reLaxation training procedure

Baer/ WoIf/ and Risley (1987) discussed the "effective"
dimension of applied behavior analysis as consistj.ng of two

componènts. Thè first is simply the outcone changes as

defined by the dependent measures. The patients in the
present. study obtained a 54.18 to 928.reduction in headache

activity, The second factor is the extent to which alL of

the consumers involved were satisfied with all of the

procedures and the treatment outcone. The present paper

assessed t,he Latter concept for the patients and their
significant others. As previously described, the results of
the survey generally indicated that the treatment, it.'s
procedures, and it/s inpact on the patients and their
partners were effective according to the criterj-a set out by

Baer et aI. (1987). .An interesting point here is that while

duration and intensity did not change for five of the six
patients, their subjective ratings of satisfaction
nevertheless indicated t.hat they were pÌeased with the

changes in those measures,

Further comments on the social validation questionnaire

were provided by two of the patients. Lynn, who was

overweight, indicated that as a resul-t of using Less

medication "which caused gastric discomfort", she ate less

and managed to Lose 35 pounds. Furthernore, she believed

that her pulse rate decreased as a result of the weight

Ioss. .In addition, foi.l-owing the compfetion of the program/
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she reported being able to drastically red.uce her almost

constant state of tension by símp1y relaxing the affected
muscl-es.

Comments from Dave were also noted. He began

experiencing headaches following a car accident in 19g3.

The pain disappeared completely foJ-Iowing 6 months of
physl-otherapy. He gradualJ_y began feeling head and neck

pain again after approxímateJ_y 1O months, until it became

severe 3 months later. The pain has been severe until now,

and has included constanc muscle tension throughout his
entire body, He reported that he has received a variety of
trealnìents,' e,9., physiotherapy, medication, dental,
acupuncture, and chiropractic.

He indicaled thaÈ as the retaxation program progressed,

however, he became more aware of his muscLes and how his
physj-caI tension was affecting his posture and headaches.

He further reported that because he had been experiencing

headaches for approximately 5 years, he did not expect to be

"cured" during the short duration of this program. He also

stated that he considers the relaxation traíning program a

success because he can now make the distÍnction between

feeling tense and feeling relaxed, and that ís a very

írnportant step to recovery. He plans to continue practicing
the relaxation exercises.

Another potential component of the effectiveness

dimension involves the ability of a treatment to provide

long-term changes. Blanchard, et al . (1988) indÌcated that
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the effects of lhe behavioral treatment of headache seem to
end.ure. Reports of prospective foÌIov¡-up studies of up to 4

years in durat.ion have been reviewed by Bl-anchard (19g7) and

BLanchard, Andrasik, Guarnierj_, Neff, and RodÍchok (19g?) .

Although lhese authors state their conclusions are

tentative, it appears that relief from relaxation training
for tension headaches is maintained for as long as 4 years.

Follow-up data are to be collected at 1 year post-

maint.enance in the present research.

Describing headache duration and intensity ín the form

of means for each headache serves only to hide the fact that
the patients' .total- pain duration and totaL int.ensity
decreased along with the frequency of their headaches. In
other words, while the patients, average duratíon and

intensity of pain per headache per week remained constant,
they experienced fewer headaches, and lhus, a conconunit.ent

decrease in overaLL discomfort. Therefore, the lack of
change ín average headache duration and intensity in any of
the patients does not present a sÍgnificant dilemma,

although further decreases in the frequency of headaches

wouJ.d of course be desirable.
Turning to EMG measures, the lack of effect on this

dependent variable must be addressed. There does not appear

to be a one-to-one relation between measures of frontalis
EMG and muscle- contrac L ion headaches (Lacroix, C]arke, Bock,

and Doxey, L986) . In addition, treatment outcome for muscle

contraction headaches is like1y to be influenced by
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psychological and/or social factors, in lieu of and as weIl
as, changes in frontal muscl-e actívÍty (Abramowitz and BeI1,

1985) . Thus, it, appears that the data on the reLationship
between frontalis EMG and tension headache activity are

anì-bj-guous (see Appendix P for more information) .

Despite the promising results and implications for
clinícaI practice and research obtained in the present

study, that is, higher practice rates produce greater

improvements in headache activity, it should be remembered

that rel-axation training is typical-ly onLy one part of the

therapeut.ic process in the treatment of tension headaches,

It is therefore expected that "treating the whole patient",
not onÌy the present,ing headache problem but also the ot.her

psychological and/or social- probJ-ems that may be

contributing to the headaihe problem, should 1íkely
produce superior results (Blanchard and A¡drasik, 1985t

B.Ianchard, .Andrasik, Evans, Neff, et aJ.., 1985; and Holroyd

and Penzien, 1986) .

It is important to understand (as further described in
Appendix B) that reLaxation trainíng nay not be sufficient
in reducing headaches to a zero frequency. The clinical
treatment of headaches in general should include a number of

steps to treat the whole patient. Wíl-liamson Davis, and

Prather (1988) described three phases that are required to
assess all of the potential det,errninants of a headache,

These are; a) stimulus control procedures (the assessment.

environmental sit.uations that reLiabJ.y precede headaches,

of

b)
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organismic factors (implementing a treatment such as

relaxation, with compliance assessmen!s) , and c) contingency

management (modification of the conlingencies a patient
faces during and after a headache, such as events that
provide an opportunity for secondary gain to be in
operation) .

There appears t.o be widespread agreement then that.

relaxation training is a necessary but' not sufficient factor
in the treatment of tension headaches. In a related
argunìent, Holroyd and Penziên (1986) stated that for
research purposes, treatment outcome has not correJ.ated well
with treatment procedures or research designs, but has

varied reJ-iabIy with client variables such as age, gender,

referral source, sampl-e size, and dropout rate. Age was the

most infLuential variable with studies whose subjects had a

mean age of less than 35 years reporting significantJ-y
better result,s (558 reduction conpared to 34* reduction in
headache activity) , In a suÍÌmary of treatment results from

their own center, Blanchard, Andrasik, Evans, and HilÌhouse

(1985) found that only 18.2å of subjects over 60 years of
age were clinically improved after treatment, The treatment

consisted of comlcinat.ions of biofeedback and relaxation

therapy. The challenge of fu11y understandíng these

results, however, nay lie Ín t,he ability of treatment

integrity procedures to help ensure that reÌaxation training
has been implemented according to protocol, and that
subjects have complied with instxucËions to practice at
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home. Interestj.ngly, the present study provided data to
indicate that while the roean age of the patients was Less

than 35 years old, all of the patients improved by at least
54,!2, and by as much as 92*, equal to or greater than the
55t reduction typically obtained. In addition, t\^ro of the
patients v¡ere 41 and 48 years old, respectively, and they

improved by 724 and 87%, respectiveJ_y, compared to the 34*

improvement usually achieved by patients over 35 years of
age. Thus, age did not appear to be the most influentlal
variabLe. More importantly, the treatment. procedure of home

practíce of reLaxation training, specifical-Iy the amount of
appropríate practice, is whât seemed most infLuential in
improving headache act,ivity.

Compliance to practice, indeed a crucial issue in the
effectiveness of relaxation training, has been described by

Diamond (L987) in relation to "locus of controlt'. patients

with an internal locus of controL \^¡ere nore líkely to adhere

to compliance regimens for practicing relaxation training
than patients with an ext,ernal orientation. Flanders and

McNamara (1987) reported that higher "self-motivatÍon",
measured by the Self-motivation Inventory, enhanced

conpl-iance with rel-axation practice, My clinical impression

was that the present patients who practiced more, and

consequentl-y improved their headache problem more, were the
ones with past histories that enabl_ed betËer self-controt.
The basic premise of the research though, is that compliance

to practíce .ís a necessary component for the "true"
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effectiveness of reLaxation training to be realized, White

the present study was able to objectively assess compliance

rates/ and possibly obtaín better than usuaL cornpliance

because of the obtrusive manner in which it was assessed, i.t
fe1i" short of ensuring compliance. Indeed, complíance to
relaxat.ion tsraining instructions, based on criteria that did
not demand perfection to begin with, ranged from 8.1å to
80.6%, with a mean of 45.5t.

The success of treatment need not rely upon an

individual's ini.tiaL quaiity of seLf-control, or level of

"motivation" to comply. In fact, relaxation training is a

time consuming procedure that requires a 1ot of effort to
become skilled. A decrease in headache activity, as a

reinforcer, which is usually quite delayed, is simply not

enough to enhance compliance to practíce relaxation. Future

research should program for compliance. Reinforcenent

contingencies shoul-d be implemented for the appropriate

practicing of relaxation training. With improved assessment

of, and programming for compliance to treatment, then the

fulL impact of relaxation training for a clinical problem;

e.9,, headaches, may be finally known.
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Appendix À

Diffj.cutties Diagnosing Headache Type

Ziegler (1985) reported that. there are two probÌems in
differentially diagnosing headaches, The first is to what

extent an individual attack of headache can be so

identified, and the second is to what degree an individual
can be j.dentified as having a disease entity, e.g., migraine
versus muscle contraction headache. He further stated that
in many migraine headache patients, intense unilaterat pain
is not associated with nausea, and conversely, in severe

attacks of pain with nausea, the pain is noÈ unilateral. A

diagnosis of mixed headache can be questioned if, when

studied carefuJ.ly, the occurrence of one or the ot.her type
of headache is exceedingly large. .A. diagnosis of muscle

contraction headache is al_so problematic. Musc1e

contractions in the neck and scal.p muscles are no greater in
these patient,s than in those who are diagnosed as having
migraíne.

BIau (1987) has discussed the confusion between

diagnosing tension versus muscle contraction headaches.

Muscle contraction may not be the cause of pain in tension
headachest MuscLe contraction and tension headaches may be

distinct entities, While he described tension headaches as

not unilateral, uninfluenced by analgesics, \,¡orsened by

emocion, and without physical signs, a muscle headache is
described as local-ized, eased or abolished by analgesics,
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tender in the localized area, and worsened with movement of
the af fect.ed muscl-e

While migraine and tension headaches have traditionalJ-y
been considered distinct entit.ies, current reports have

argued t'hat, t.here is evidence to indícate Èhat tne

physiologl-cal indices of headaches better fit a continuum

model in which more severe headaches gain an íncreasíng

number of vascular components which then aIl-ow for a

migraj-ne headache diagnosis (Martin, 1983) , Saper (1982)

has also taken the positj-on that both rnigrainous and

muscular-like headaches can occur independently atong a

contj-nuum. In this vei.n, Thompson and Adams (L984) have

stressed that there are quantitative rather Èhan qualit,at,ive

differences in symptomatology between muscle contraction and

migraine headache populations, Similarly, Bakal and Kaganôv

(1977) reported that patients with muscle contraction

headaches present symptoms characteristic of migraines

during severe attacks. They also related that headaches

associated with visual disturbances and throbbíng pain were

as characteristi.c of muscle contractÌon headaches as of
migraines, Recently, Andrasik, Blanchard, .A,rena,

Saunders, and Baron (L982) | and Wili-iamson (1981) have

indicated that phys ioJ-ogically, migraineurs do not

necessarily evidence greater cardiovascul-ar responsiveness

than muscle contraction and no-headâche controls,. and that
muscle contrâctíon headache patients do not al_ways evidence

greater facial/shouider EMG responsiveness than migraine and
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no-headache control-s. Diehr et aL. (L9821 , and Hunter and

PhiJ-ips (1981-) have provided information to suggest that
partìcular headache symptoms l-ike pressure, anxiety,

progression of pain, throbbing, tightness, nagging,

heaviness, and tiring are reported by people who have

been diagnosed or assessed as Lraving tension headaches, and

also by those who have been assessed as havì-ng migraine
ha:â¡¡hac

On the other hand, psychophys íological response

patterns (EMGf heart rate, skin temperature, and skin

potentiat) have been used to differentiate migraine and

tensÍon headache sufferers under slressful condilions.

Cohen, et aI . (1983) have found that EMG and heart rate

response patterns are different betlreen tension and nigraine

headache groups during a stressful task. That is, compared

to migraine headache patients, who showed the reverse,

muscle contraction headache patients/ EMGS were nost

responsive and heart rates \,rere l-east responsive whiLe

performing a stressful task. However, when the headache

groups were compared after relaxation, their response

patterns were quite siniLar to each other but consistently

different from the no-headache controls. Conversely,

horr¡ever, Blanchard and Andrasik (1985) wrote that for most

subjects, EMG responses during stressful conditions do not

differ betl¡een headache and nonheadache conlroLs.
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Appendix B

Appropriateness of Rel-axat.ion Training

One explanation may be that the treatment is not, completeLy

appropriate or effective, Lake (1981) convincingly argued

that any headache could be treated with reLaxation training,

if it could be determined (through a behavioral analysis)

that the headaches are rel-at,ed to stressful- events in the

environment, vlhere the analysis indicates that the

headaches are not related to stressful evànts, reLaxation

training may not be appropriate. Presunably, reLaxation

training should not be effective 1008 of the tí¡ne.
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Appendix C

A Need for procedural ReJ_iability Assessments

Willianson, et aL. (1988) argued that procedural_

reliability checks are important when trying to ensure the
inEegrity with which a treatment is irnplemented, In some

cases, dependent variabl_es do not change as planned, and

procedural reliability assessments have not been conducled.

Thus, the experimenter will- not be able to accurately
determine whether this lack of effect v¡as due to t,he

subject's past behavioral history, reinforcer effectiveness,
or any number of other uncontrolLed variabl_es including the
improper administration of the índependent varj_ab1e

(Peterson et al. | !9821 . Ultimately, this negative outcome

may result in the applied community/ s erroneous decision to
reject. or abandon an otherwise powerful treatmenl technique,

Yeaton and Sechrest (1981) argued that strong

treatments may prove ineffective if they are not
administered as intended. Vermilyea, Barlow, and O, Brien
(1984) pointed out. that treatment effectiveness is difficult
if not irnposslble to interpret if the program is not

administered according to protocoÌ.

A variation of this argument ís also a critical issue.

Treatment results may be enhanced because of inconsístent
procedural manipulations across phases. For example/ in the

area of relaxation research/ providing accidental/ unplanned

cognitive restructuring for a live-clinic group but not for
a taped-home group may result in better perfornance neasures
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for the cl-inic group. In the final anatysis then, if
treatment integrity vrere not assessed, then it would be

erroneously concluded that live relaxation training
conducted in the ctinic is superior to taped relaxatj.on
training at home.
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Appendix D

Some Problens with Sel-f-Reported Cornpì.iance

The recent literature suggests t.hat self-report is the

typical method of assessing compliance. Anderson et aI .

(198L) conducted compliance assessments by having subjects

record the date and time of each of their practices on a

standard recording sheet.

The practsice sheets were brought to each therapy

session and were checked by the t.herapist, The authors

further staÈed that aIi. of the subjects reported practicing

the relaxation procedure at Least once a day, To better
insure that their subjects would practice each day, Tatso

and Hinkle (L973) had them write dovrn the time of day and

the approximate length of time ínvol-ved with each practice,
Teders et al-. (1984) instructed Èheir subjects to record the

approximate time of day lhey practiced and the degree of

reLaxation they achieved. The authors then cl-aimed that
these recordings served as an indj.cation of treatment

compl iance

Thus, seLf-reporting of compliance is frequently

employed. Indeed, ít is often necessary in the assessment

of behaviors that require situationaL specificity in the

natural environment where it would be difficult to utilize
trained observers (.â,rkowitz, 1981; p.313; Ciminero, NeIson,

and Lipinskit 79'77, p.219) . However, conmon objections to

the use of self-report are "deficiencies of reliability and

validity, contamination by faking and bias, Ior,¡ correlations
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r^rith concurrent behavioral and physíological- measures, and

error associated with such response sets as acquj-escence and

social desirability" (Nietzel and Bernstein, 1981, p.231) .

Another criticism is that seJ-f-reports are potentially
reactive to, for example, therapist expectations.

In other word.s, subjects' self-reporting of compliance

may differ significantly from their actual compliance,

Indeed, Taylor, Agras, Schneider, and Allen (1983),

Hoelscher, Lichsteín, and Rosenthal (L984), and Hoelscher,

I,ichstein, Rosenthal (1986) determined that. subjects t.ended

to overreport their practice of relaxation compared to the

authors"'objective" assessment of cornplÍance. HilJ-enberg

and Col-lins (1982) argued that given the potentiaL biases in
setf-reported relaxat,ion practice, firm concLusions about

the effectiveness of home praclice could not be made.

Advocating objective compliance neasures, Collins et

aI. (1982) have argued that potentially effective treatments

might be discarded, or ineffective treatments nay be

retained due to inadequat.e or Ínaccurate compfiance data.

In one study, subjects reported practicing on the average of
just under 608 of the assigned exercises. By using what

Hillenberg and Collins (1983) described as an objective

compliance measure, only about 60% of these reported

practices coufd be objectivel-y determined to have occurred.

In another study, Taylor et aL (1983) attempted to

objectívely assess compliance with reLaxation instructions

by using a speciatly designed electronic device' Unbeknown
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to thê subjects¿ the tape recorder they used contaíned a

mícroelectronic unit that received and record.ed the length
of tirne the tape was played, In sinilar studies, Hoel_scher

et aI. (1984), Hoelscher et at. (1986), and Lichstein and

Hoel-scher (1986) used a relaxation assessment device to
objectively assess compliance, These authors used a digital
stopwatch that was unobtrusively placed inside the subjects,
tape recorders to monitor the amount of relaxation practice
at home. While both of these methods objectively measure

the playing of practice tapes, and as t.he authors themselves

mention, they do not measure relaxation practice. Wíth

these methods, the subject or client does not even have to
be in the same. room as the tape recorder. That is/
compliance would be recorded as long as he or she turns the

machine on and off at the right time. Furthermore, if
compliance to practj.ce is a necessary component of
relaxation traíning, lt nay be more ímportant to utiJ.ize
obvious measures where there would be ímplied contingencies

to comply.
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Appendix E

The Sel_f-Hel_p Approach to Headache Treatment

Blanchard and Andrasik (1985) submitted that given t'he

cost of individual treatment sessions, alternative delivery
systems need to be designed to reduce costs. Larsson,

Daleflod, Hakansson, and Melin (1987) and Larsson, Melin,

Lamminen, and Ul-lstedt (1987) argued that in the interest of
public services, there is a need to develop more cost-
effective programs for so frequent a health problem as

headaches. Despite the apparenÈ success of many relaxation
programs, increased access and more cost-effective
procedures would be of great value to t,he communíÈies served

by mental health professionals (McCready¡ Berry, and Kenkel,

1985).

,Jurish, et aJ-. (1983) pointed out that the advantages

of self-help lreatments include reduced cost., greater

availabil-ity, änd a possible solution to the problem of
transfer of trainíng from the clinical setting to lhe
patient's natural environment. Teders et aI. (1984) have

indicated that the cost of health care is extreme and on the

rise. They further explain that if behavioral medicine is
to succeed, despite the current cost-cutting that is taking
place, techniques must be both effective and efficient.

Bl-anchard, Àndrasik, Appelbaum, et aI . (1985) compared

the relative efficacy and cost-e ffect ivene s s of a minimal-

therapi st-cont act reLaxation training procedure \,¡ith a

clinic-based relaxatÍon training proced.ure. Their results
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indicated a generai- equivalency in terms of headache

reduction for bot.h procedures, with the former being more

cost-effective. Two issues warrant dì-scussion, however.

WhiIe the authors reported where a detailed description of
both procedures could be found, t.hey did not provide any

indication of either proceduraÌ reliabj-lity or compliance

checks. As previously mentioned, Vermil_yea et al- (1984)

argued about the difficuJ-ty in interpreting resul_ts íf it is
unknown whether or not the procedures were adninistered

according to protocol-

An interesting study by Tobin, Holroyd, Reynolds/ and

Baker (1986) found the Teders et aI; (1984) mininal-contact,
home-based procedure less effective than their own similar
procedure which combines relaxation training with training
in coping skilts to manage headache related stress. Again,

however, no treatment integrity neasures were reported. If
the group that used the Teders et al . (1984) procedure

received inappropriat.e training, or complied ]ess wj.th

instructions to practice, one woul-d expect them to improve

williamson, et a1 . (1984) ¿¡gusd that s/hile

individualized training in relaxation has been effective,
Less intensive more cost-effective methods need to be

studied. They compared a self-help retaxatj.on group to a

t,herapi st-as s i sted relaxation group, and both to a waiting

list control group for the treatment of headache.

Individual-s in the self-he1p group were provided with a copy
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of a commercialJ-y available self-heJ-p program on relaxation.
They were instructed to read the book- and practice
relaxation on their ovrn, following which they were to meet

as a group and discuss learning to reLax and the use of
reJ-axation to control headaches and other somatic disorders.
No actuaf rel-axation practice sessions were allowed during
the group meetings. Subjects in the therapist-assisted
group were trained in a modified version of Bernstein and

Borcovec's (1973) relaxation procedure, They practiced
relaxation as a group and díscussed the rat.ional and use of
t.he procedure. The subjects in lhis group were also
provided with audiotapes of the relaxation procedure and
j-nstructed to practice at least once daily. The results
indicated that the therapist-assisted group improved. more

than the self-he1p group, who improved more than the waiting
l-ist control group.

While this design is laudible in t.hat it enables a

comparison of two Less íntrusive and nore cost-effective
procedures than índividuat reLaxation training, there is no

indication of whether the procedures \,¡ere implenented

according t.o protocol- (proceduraL reliability), or whether

the subjects complied with the instructÍons to practíce.
Again, without this information, the results are only

tentalive, In.addition, while the therapist-assisted group

received audiotapes for practice, the self-help group did
not. Providing tapes to the latter group would not involve
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more therapist time, and may be alL that was necessary to
improve their performance as welL,
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Appendix E

Headache History

SUNY - Albany Headache History

Copyright - 1983
Edward B. Bl-anchard and Frank Andrasik



1.

HE.ADÀCHE HISTORY

Do you have more than one kind of headache?

(If yes, go t.o question 5 first a-nd obtain
description of each kind of headache. Then

Treat,ment Integrity
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a ful-l-
take t,he

history of each kind separately) .

2, When did headaches first become a problem for you?

(Be sure to get chronological- age; also age at which
they first sought nedical attentíon for headaches) .

a. Was the onset of the headaches associated $¡ith anyparticular physical event (illness, injury, etc.) or
psycho-sociaL event? (menstruation, pregnancy, etc.)(If yes, obtain details) .

b, Had you had headaches prior to this time? If yes,
obtain details.

What has been Èhe history of your
(constant, increasing, decreasing,

headaches ?
episodic,

fluctuatíng) .

a. Have there been periods
fxequent or less frequent?
details) .

when headaches were more
(If yes to either, obtain
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b. What has been going on then, psycho I ogi cal J.y and
phys ica I Iy?

c. Have there been periods of months or years with
al-most no headaches? (Obtain details) .

d. What kinds of treatment (s) (meds and otherwise) and
diagnostic work have you received for your headaches?
(neurological exam, EEG, Brain Scan, CT Scan/ X-Rays) .

(Drugs, ether t,reatment,
Scan, X-trays, etc) .

e. What diagnoses have
your headaches ?

neurological exam, EEG, Braín

you been given by physícians of

What has been the recent (past year) frequency of your
headaches ?
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5. Describe your headache for me in detail.

a. I{here on your head do they seem to start?

b. How do they progress or change over time? (area
and intensity )

Area of head

Time Course

Regularity (do they generally folloer same pattern) ?

Description of the pain itself (0u11 ache, intense
thiobbing, burning' sharp' etc. )

Phenomenology (sensations, perceptions, thoughts, self-
statement s )

c. Hov/ long do they last
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d. What can cause them to stop? (medication, sleep)

e, What helps ease pain? (Meds, l-ying down, dark,
quiet¡ ice, heat )

f. What things make
or muscle straining)
light, tension)

them worse
( coughing,

(particularly coughing
muscl-e strain, noise,

(nausea, vomitÍng/ sensitivLty to light, dizziness,
blurred vision, tearing in eye, drooping eye Iid, other
physicaJ- or psychoJ-ogical symptoms - irritable,
crying) .

h, (For female patients) Are headaches associated in

S. I,lhat happens during the headache?

any lray with your menstrual cycle?

i. Do they tend to start at any particular tj.me of the
day ?

j.
to

What is their time course during the day? (rninutes
peak intensity)



k. Do you have any kind of warnÍng
headache is about to start (such as
or other things? - flashing J_ights,
sound, tingling) ? '
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sígns that a
visual disturbances
tunnel vi s ion,

1. What kinds of things (physicaL or psycho-social)
are happening to bring on a headache? (Things which
immediately piecede oi which occur concutreñtly¡ ?

m. I{hat kinds of thoughts do you have when you become
aware that a headache is beginning? (Ínternal vs
exLernal ) ?

6. Consequences of headache and
a. When you have a headache,
meds, ice, heat )

pain complaining behavior:
!¡hat do you do ? (bed,

(Take aspirin, go to
b, Do you headaches

bed, etc? )

ever cause you to go t.o bed?

c. Do you headaches ever cause you to Leave work
(schooL) or not go to r,¡ork (school) ?
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Detaifs (including days per year)

d. Do you headaches ever cause you to slow down or
become l-ess efficient or l-ess effective?

Details

e, Do you ever have to forgo activities (outings,
parties, sex) because of your headaches?

Details

f, Can members of your family (parents, spouse,
chiLdren) tell v¡hen you have a headache?

How can they te1I? (mood, facial expressions) ,_

g, what do your parents (spouse, children, significant
other) do when you have a headache?

(1) Do they express concern?

(2, Do they offer help?

(3) Do they do things for you or help out in
some way?

h. Do you do things to try to prevent having
headaches ?



i. Have
way with

Details

your headaches ever
any aspect of your
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interfere in a very major
life?

'7, Some kinds of headaches tend to run in families, Thesenext questions are about your family, s headaches.

3. .Díd either of your parents have a problen with
headaches ?

i) If yes, \^¿ere you ever told what kind of
headaches he/she had?

If yes/ did he/she ever have
headaches so bad he/she had to

Its ick headaches,
go to bed?

iii) Anything e.Lse about parent, s headaches(aura, one-sided, entire head) .

Þ. .Díd any of your grandparents have a problem with
headaches ?

i) If yes, what do you know about this problem?(sick, one-sided, entire head) ?

c. Did any of your aunts and. uncles ever have
headaches ?

i) Describe relation (maternal/ paternal, by
marriage) and other information

d. Do you have siblings?
probLems with headaches ?

Do any o f t,hem have
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i) ff yes, what do you know about his/her
headaches ?

e. If patient has chil-dren, do any of your chiLdren(or grandchildren) have headaches ?

i) When dj-d they start?

ii) Do you know any diagnosis?

iii ) Describe these headaches

f. If married, does your spouse have headaches?

i) If yes, what kind?

8. Now I need some information on your current life
s ituation .

a. If married, how would you describe your marriage?

b, Are you getting along well?
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c. Are there any problerns?

i) lf yes, ask for some details (communication,
financial)

d. Ho$¡ is your sexual relationship?
Are there problems ?

e. Do you have any problems with your in-laws?

Or with your parent s ?

(If patient has children, regardless of maritaL
status )

f. Are there any problems with your children?

9, If not married, are you currently involved in some sort,
of relationship?

a. Are you getting along wel-I?

b. Are there any prob]-ems?

i) If yes, ask for some details
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c. Is there a sexual aspect to your relationship?

i) lf yes, are there any probJ-ems here?

d. Do you have any probJ.ems with your parents?

L0, Do you have some close friends?
How many real1y cÌose frj.ends?

Have there been any difficuLt.ies in friendships

l-1.. (If patient works or attends school) . How are you
getting aJ-ong with your job (school work) ?

a. Are there any problems?

i) EspecialLy wÍth supervisors (or teachers)?

ii) (If yes) how are you handling these problems?

b. Do you feel under a lot of pressure in your job (or
schooL work) ?
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i) Ðoes this seem reJ-ated to headaches? (Hor^¡)

L2. The next few questions may seem sonewhat strange, but
bear with us.

a. What is today's date
we ek

The Day of the

b. Do you remember my name?

c. I am going to say some numbers, listen carefull-y,
then repeal them back to me (give digits approximately
one per second, do not repeat) .

i) 5-0-2 ii) 6-9-4 iii) 6-4-3-9
ív) 7-2-8-6 v) 4-2-1-3-t vi) 7-5-8-3-6

d. Vlho is the President of the U.S.?

e. Who is the Governor of New York?

f, Have you ever had any unusual/strange experiences?

S. Have you ever heard things other people could not
hear or heard things v¡hen no one was there?

h. Have you ever seen things that other peopLe could
not see ?

i. Do you ever believe you have special pov¡ers?

j. Have you ever felt or thought. people $¡ere out to
get you?

k. Have you ever been very depressed?

i) If yes, are you depressed now?
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ii) If yes, check further (sleep, appetite'
concentrat.ion, low energy, lack of Ínterest, suicide
ideation/at,tempts )

L Have you ever been real-Iy "speeded up", a great
deal of energy, didn't need much sleep?

m, Have you ever had a problem with alcohol or
s¡ith other drugs ?

13. Have you ever received any psychiatric of psychological
treatment for mental or emotional problems?

a. If yes, obtain brief details including current
status of t reatroent

!4, Have you ever had any major illnesses/operations?

obÈain details

15. Have you ever had any special dífficulties with:

a, your eyes ?

If yes, were headaches associated in any way?

Obtain details
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b. your ears ?

If yes, were headaches associated in any way?

Obtain detaiLs

c, your throat ?

If yes, were headaches associated in any way?

Obtain detai ls

d. a I lerg j-es ?

ff yes, were headaches associated in any way?

Obtain details

16. Are you currentLy taking any medicatíon for headaches?

If yes, obtairi brand names and dosages and how much
they help

17. Are you taking any other prescription drugs regularly?
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Appendix c
lnfornation on the patient Suffering Migraine Headaches

Brad is the 16 year old male pat.ient who did not
receive a tension headache díagnosis. He had been

experiencing headaches for 9 years. The neurologíst
indicated that he suffered from chronic background

headaches/ many of thern migrainous in nature. ft was

decided to include this patient because rel_axation training
has also been effective in reducing headache activity for
migraine sufferers (Blanchard, Andrasik, Neff, et al_.,

1983) .

Brad lras admj.nistered the taped-home relaxation
training procedure, but unforlunateLy, his mean headache

frequency was 7.0 headaches per week during aI1 three phases

of the study. The treatmenl procedure was unable to produce

any change in his headache frequency at alL. Brad did not.

experíence any headache-free days during any of the phases

of the study.

At least tr¡o alternative explanations provide possible
reasons for why relaxation training was not effective for
Brad. The first is that he is the only patient that the
neurologist was unabLe to diagnose as suffering mainly from

tension headaches. Hís diagnosis was of the mixed headache

variety, the majority of which were migraine. The second

possibility has to do with his compliance to practice
relaxation training.
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Al-though the computer indicated that he practjced 59,58 of
the time (22 out of 3? sessions), not- aIl of these sessions
were practiced appropriately. He manipulated the hand
'contror ress than within the criterion of 75g of the total
number of muscl_e groups, for example, eight */- four for
eight muscle groups, j.n seven of L0 sessions. In addj.tion,
his tense/release cycle was significantly out of synchrony
with the taped instructions (not within the 3 second

criterion level) in the other 12 sess j_ons, Therefore,
appropriate relaxation practice onLy occurred in three of
the 37 sessions, or 8.lB of the time.

As Brad did not inprove at aI1, it is important to note
that this patient was in the taped-home relaxat,ion training
group and may not have become profj-cient, and thus not, been

able to reap the benefits of relaxation trainíng. It was

therefore decided to provide him with the oppoxtunity to
experience live relaxation training. Unfortunately, his
headache activity remained absolutely unchanged¿ despite
l-ive relaxation training and obtaining a compliance ratio of
71,4È (25 of 35 sessions appropriatety practiced) for home

practice.

Despite the lack of improvement, however, Brad,

indicated that he díd indeed l-earn hov¡ to relax. He

report,ed feelíngs of excítenent and pleasure at being abLe

to completely relax himself whiJ_e giving bJ-ood one day,
Thus, while he learned the ar! of relaxation, he remained
powerless in being able to reduce his headaches. Foll_owing
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the completion of the second treatment application, the

patient was gì-ven the options of a referral back to the

neuroJ-ogist, the opportunity to engage in whatever kind of

therapy he and his family thought. best, or undergoing a more

thorough behavioral assessment. The assessment would

include the three phases described by I{illiamson et aL
(1988), Briefly, these phases incl-udet a) stimuLus control
procedures, b) organismic factors, and c) contingency

management. He has decided to seek help elsewhere for the

time being.
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Appendix H

Headache Diary 
_

NA-¡,8

I I4EDICAT]ON I NUMBER OF
INTENS I TY I DOSAGE I CO}O.,IENT S

I
2

J

4

DÀ]LY HEADACHE DATE
D IARY

NAME

I MED]CATION I NUMBER OF
INTENSITY I DOSAGE I COMMENTSHEADACHE S

DUR.âTION I

IN HOURS I

1

2

3

4

DAILY HEADACHE DATE
D IARY

NAME

I MEDICATION I NUMBER OF
TNTENSTTYI DOSAGE I COIO..íENTSHEADACHES

DURATION I

]N HOURS I

1_
2

I

_r
I

J

4



WEEK OF

DAYS ABSENT

SLEEP LOST

NUMBER OF
COMMENT S

I RRI TABLE

WEEK OF

NUMBER OF
COMMENT S

IRRIT.ABLE

FEW

NOT
IRRITABLE
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Appendix I
Partner Diary 

_

PARTNERS RATING OF P.A,T]ENT' S
PAT]ENT ' S HEADACHES NAME

FROM WORK

(C]RCLE APPROPR]ATE NU¡4BER)

L- - -- - -2- -----3------4------5---- -- 6------'1ttt
NONE SOI{E LOT S

L- - - - - -2- - ----3------4 ------5---- - - 6- - - - - -7ttt

L- - - - - -2- - ----3------4------5---- -- 6-- - -- -'7ttt

MED IUM

SOMEWHAT
TRR]TÂBLE

R.A,T]NG OF PATIENT ' S
HEAÐACHES NÃME

LOTS

VERY
I RRI TABLE

PARTNERS
PAT IENT ' S

DAYS ASSENT FROM WORK

SLEEP LOST

NONE

(CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER)

L------2- - ----3------4------5---- - - 6- - - - - -7rlt
S OME LOT S

L- - - - - -2- - ----3------ 4------5---- -- 6-- ----7
I

FEW

NOT
IRRI TABLE

I

MEDIUM
I

LOTS

t- - - - - -2- - ----3------4------5---- -- 6------7ltt
SO¡4EWHAT
] RR] TABLE

VERY
T RRI TABLE
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Appendix,J

Results from Partners' 
- 
Diaries

Table 5 represents Richard's, Shej-l-a's, and Andy,s

parÈner/ s mean weekÌy ratings for the respective patient, s

headaches for baseline treatment and maintenance (the

numbers representing days absent are the total number during

a phase) . Only Richard's partner's ratings showed evidence

of improvement. The partners' ratings for Sheila and Andy

did not, change significantly across the different phases of
the study. The num.bers repiesenting steep lost, number of
comnents, and irritable, range from one to seven, the latter
indicative of a higher degree.

TabIe 5

Results from Headache Diaries from Each Patient's Partner

Treatment Maj-ntenance

Ri chard
days absent
sl-eep l ost
number of corunents
irritable

2.5

2.0

0.0
.t .1

0.0
1.. 0
1.3
1.5

She i l-a
days absent
sleep l-ost
number of comments
írritable

0.0
2,6
1.0

0.0

1.U

0,0
2,4
1.U
1.6

Andy
days absent
sl-eep I ost
number of com¡nents
i rrii ab 1e

2,0
1C
1.0
z.u

r.. 0

2,0

1.0
¿.J

As can be seen from Table

indicated that his days absent

5, Richard' s partner

decreased by 1008 to 0 days
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during the maintenance phase. The amount of sleep he l-ost

decreased from 2.5 during baseline to-1 during maintenance,

an improvement of 608. His number of comments decreased by

62.82, from 3.5 during basel-ine to 1,3 during maintenance.

His irrj-tability fe1l fron 2 during baseline to 1.5 during

maj-ntenance, a decrease of 25.0*. The data for Sheila and

Andy did not change significantly.
Table 6 represents t.he respective partner's mean weekly

ratings for Dave's, Lynn's/ and. Sara's headaches for each

phase of the program (the numbers representing days absent

are the total number during a phase) . The part.ner/s ratings
for Lynn showed an improvement in headache activity while

the ratings for Dave and Sara did not change signíficantly.
The numbers representing sLeep Lost, number of comments, and

irritable, again range from one to seven, the Latter
indicative of a higher degree.
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Table 6

Results from Headache Diaries from Each Patient's Partner

Base!1ne 'I re aÉInenÈ Ma].nEenance

Dave
days absent
sleep lost
number of coÍunent s
irritable

0.0
3.0
2,5

0.0
2.8
t1
J.U

0.0
2.8
¿,J

Lynn
days absent
sleep lost
number of colfunent s
irriL able

0.0
3.6

2.6

0.0
2.8

2.8

0.0
1.4
1t
L.u

Sara
days absent
sleep I ost
number of comment s
i rrit able

0.0
1.0
2,1
2,0

0.0

3.0
2.3

0.0
1.0

r.6

As can be seen Ín Table 6, Lynn did not niss any work

during the study. Her arnounl of sleep lost, however, fell
from 3.6 during baseline to 1.4 during maj-nlenance' an

inprovement of 61.18. Her number of comments decreased by

76,9*, from 5.2 during baseline Lo !.2 duríng maintenance'

Her irritability dropped from 2.6 during baseline to 1.0

during maintenance, a decrease of 61.59. The data for Dave

and Sara did not change appreciably.
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Appendix K

patient, s Social VaLidation_ euestionnaire
For Pat í ent s

P]ease rate the statements bel_ow according to the following

7-------2- ------3------_4_______5_______6_______7

compl-eteIy medium compl- et e 1y
satis fied

Rat íno

unsatisfied satis faction

L. How satisfied are you with the j.mprovemenÈ in
your headache pains,

2, How satisfied are you t¡ith the improvement in
the number. of headaches you get?

3. How satisfied are you with the improvement in
the length of time your headaches ]ast.?

4, How satisfied. are you with the decrease j-n

medication that you take for your headaches?

5. Given the effort you had to put Ínto the
procedure ,how satisfied are you that the
rel-axation training was v¡orth it?

Please provide additional comments (use back of page if
necessary) .
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Appendix L

Partner' s SociaI Validation _ouestionnaire
For Patient's Siqnifícant Other

Please rate Èhe statements below according !o the following
scale:

L- - - - - --2-------3-------4-------5-------6------7
compl-etely medium completely
unsat.isfied satisfaction satisfied

Rating

1. How satisfied are you h'ith the improvenent in
the paÈient's headache pains ?

2, How satisfied are you with the improvement in
the number of headaches the patient gets?

3. How satisfied are you with the ì-mprovement in
the length of time the patient, s headaches last?

4, How satisfied are you with the paÈieni, s

decrease in the medication they take for their
heádaches i '

5. Given the effort the patient put into the

procedure, how satisfied are you thal the

relaxation training was worth ít?

Please provide additional comments (use back of page if
necessary) .
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Appendix M

Relaxation Training Script
Each subject participated in 10 relaxation training

sessions, In each of sessions one, two and three, the

subject systenaticaJ-1y tensed and released 16 different
muscl-e groups. For each of sessions four and five, the

subject tensed and rel-eased seven different muscle groups.

Sessions six and seven involved the tensing and releasing of
four different muscle groups. Only relaxation recall was

used in session eight, and both relaxation recaLl and

counting in session nine. The tenth session consisted

sofely of countinq (Bernstein and Borkovec, L973),

Sixteen nuscle groups: Seven muscle groups:

1. dominant hand and forearm, 1. dominant, hand, forearm
2. dominant biceps. and biceps.
3, nondominant hand and 2. nondominant hand,

forearn, forearm and biceps.
4. nondominant biceps. 3. forehead, upper cheeks,
5. forehead. nose, lower cheeks, and
6. upper cheeks and nose. jaw.
7. lower cheeks and jaws. 4. neck and throat.
8. neck and throat. 5. chest, shoulders, upper
9. chest, shoul-ders, and upper back, and abdomen,

back. 6, dominant thigh, caLf,
L0. abdominal- or stomach region. and foot.
11. dominant t.high, '7. nondominant. thigh,
12. dominant calf. calf and foot.
13. doninant foot.
14. nondominant thigh.
15. nondominant cal f.
l- 6. nondorninant foot .

Four muscle groups:

L. dominant and nondominant hands, forearrns, and biceps.
2. forehead, upper cheeks, nose, Iower cheeks, jaws, neck

and t.hroat.
3. chest, shoulders, upper back, and abdomen.
4, donìinant and nondominant thighs, cêlves, and feet.
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Brief DescriÞ!ion of Scripts for Sessions One to Ten.

Sessions.one to three. Fírst/ te-nse your right hand

and forearm, Make a fist, make it as tight as you can.

Fee.L the tension in your hand, and over your knuckles, and

ín your lower arm. Concentrat.e on what that tension feels
Iike, very tight.., Now, Iet it. relax completeLy, Iet your

hand relax,... let your forearm relax,,. notice the

difference between how it felt tense, and how it feels as

it's reLaxing.... Let the tension disappear completely.

Feel the tension disappear.... FeeI your hand, your

knuckles, .and your lower arm becoming relaxed. Let them

relax complet.ely.

This script. is used tv¿ice for each muscl-e group and

lasts approximately 40 rninutes.

Sessions four and five. The script for these sessions

is the same as for sessions one to three except that the

rnuscles are combined into seven groups. Each sessions lasts
approximately 25 minutes.

Sessions six and seven. The script here is again the

same except that the nuscJ.es are conbined into four groups.

Each sessj-ons Iast approximately 15 minutes.

Session eiqht. The script for session eíght uses the

same four muscle groups as sessions six and seven, but only

involves recaIl, and is as fo1lows.

First, I'd like you to focus all of your attention on

the muscfes in your arms and hands. Try very carefully to
identify any feelings of tightness or tension that night be
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there now. Notice where that tension is and what it feels
l-Íke,,. Now relax. ,Just try to recal} what it was ]ike when

you relaxed these muscJ-es. Just fet them go and let them

become rnore and more reLaxed... Let all of the tension that
might have been there disappear..,, and l-et your arms and

hands rel-ax compl-etel-y, . , Let your arms and hands totally
rel-ax. . . ,

The same script is used for the other three muscle

groups (twice for each group) and Lhe session lasts
approximately L5 minutes.

Session nine, The script for session nine uses the

sane four muscle groups as session eight, but each muscle is
onl-y re].axed once. The counting procedure is then used

foJ-J-owing the fourth muscLe group. The session last
approximately I minutes,

The countj-ng procedure is as folIows. As you remaj-n

completely relaxed now, I'm going to count from one to 10.

As I count, I'd like you to aIlo!¡ all of the muscles all
through your body to become even more relaxed.... Just focus

your attent.ion on all of the muscfes ín your body, and

notice then as they become even more and more completeÌy

relaxed, as I count from one to L0.... One.....two....
noticing the arms and hands becoming more and more relaxed

now,,. three.... four.... focusing on the muscles of the

face and neck .,J they becone even nore completely relaxed.,,

five..,. six.,. ...,al-l-owing the muscles in the chest,

shoulders, back, and abdomen to reLax even rnore completely
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now... seven..,. eight..... noticÍng the muscles of the fegs

and feet becoming even more and more completel-y re]axed....

nine,,.. and ten.

Session ten, The scrj-pt for session l0 involves only

the counting alone portion of session nine and lasts
approximately 2 minutes,
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Appendix N

Table ? represenLs the average duraLion, intensity, and

EMG levels (j-n microvolts) for Richard, Sheila, and Andy'

across the baseline, treatment, and maintenance phases.

Tab.I e 7

Averaqe Duration, Intensitv' and EMG Levels for Each Patient

Baseline Refaxation Tra j-ning Maintenance

Ri chard
Duration L.6
Intensity 1 .5
EMG 2.2

1.5
1.5
1.5

12
J..J

She i l-a
Duration 1.3
Intensity 3.1
EMG 2.8

1.b
2.9
2.6

r. .3

3.0

A¡dy
Duration .. 2.7
Intensity 2,5
EMG 1.5

1.8
2.3

2,7

L.6

As can be seen from Tabl-e 7, neither of the patients'

headache duration, intensity, or EMG levels changed

significantly during the course of the program.
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Appendix O

TabIe I represents the average headache frequency and

duration, and EMG levels (in mícrovolts) per \^¡eek for Dave,

and the average headache duration and intensíty, and EMG

levels for Lynn and Sara, per week, across the baseline,

treatment/ and maint.enance phases,

Tabl-e I

Basel-ine Rel-axatlonTraining Maintenance

Dave
F requency
Durat i on
EMG

7.0
15.5

J.1

7.0
J.b.I
2.9

7.0
-i-b.r
3.3

Lynn
Du rat i on
Intensity
EMG

2,8
2.2
J.U

z.L
1d

2.6

2.8

Sara
Du rat i on
Intensity
EMG

)o
5.6

L^

<tr
2.4
6.3

As can be seen from TabLe 8, Dave's headache frequency,

duration, and EMG LeveLs did not change significantl-y, and

Lynn's and Sara's headache duration, intensity, and EMG

Ievels did not change significantly during the course of the

program .
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Appendix p

Relationship Between Frontalis EMG.and Tension Headache

The relatíonship between frontal_ EMG and tension
headache is arnbiguous, For example, Wil_liamson et al .

(1984) argued that tension headache subjects who showed the
greatest physiological changes (EMG reduction, Iowered heart
rate/ and reduced skin potential responses), apparently
indicative of rel-axation, tended to respond most favorably
to treatnent. AJ_so, Ahles, Sikora, Sturgis, and Schaefer
(1986) found that tension headache subjects experienced

signÍficantly higher frontal EMG measures, at Ieast during a

headache, than no-headache controLs.

fn another study, Lacroix et al. (19g6) reported that
t,he assumption that muscl_e- contract ion headaches stem from

excessive activity in the frontalis muscles is questionable.

While subjects in all three experimentaL groups (rel_axatíon,

biofeedback, and combined reÌaxation and biofeedback)

significantly improved in headache activity, onJ.y those

subjects who experienced initially high EMG baselines
learned how to decrease EMG leve1s with training. Since

medium and Iow. EMG level_ patients aJ_so improved in headache

activity, there does not appear to be a one-to-one reLation
between frontalis EMG and muscle- contract Íon headaches.

Ramirez (1985)/ in a critical analysis of the modeL of
tension headache, found that while some subjects exhibited
elevaled frontalis EMG during a headache, others did not.
In addition, he alsc errote that resting frontalis EMG and
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the incidence of headache for some peopLe is independent.
In general-, whil_e it appears that re1-axation training is
effective in reducing nus cle-cont ract ion headache activity,
the association between tension headache and frontaris EMG

activity is not as strong as is often assumed. Although
muscle tension may contribute to mus cle-cont.ract ion
headache, other factors, e.g., psycholoqical_ and/or social_
events/ independent of whether or not they produce muscle
tension, are likely important.

Abranrowitz and Bell (1995) found that al_though EMG

level and headache activity were associated following
biofeedback, their pretreatment relat.íonship was weak. In
addition, l-owered EMG Levels with treatment was not enough

to explain headache inprovement. Subjects who experienced
greater inrprovement in heàdache activity during biofeedback
did not necessarily produce a greater reduction in EMG

level-s. other factors besides frontal EMG (social,
psychological, and physiological) need to be assessed in
terms of their impact on tension headaches.

An interesting study by Traue, Gottwald, Henderson, and

Bakal (1985) revealed that tension headache subjects showed

less head and hand movements, less facial ac!ivity, Less

affective expressiveness, nore facial tension, a greater
attenuation of bodily and facial responses, and great.er EMG

reactivity, in both the frontalÍs and the trapezius nuscles,
to a psychosocial_ stressor than headache-free controls. The

authors suggest that \behavioral inhibition/ (a
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psychol-ogical variable) is an area that needs further
examination when researching the treatment of tension

headaches.

Borgeat, Hade, EIie, and Larouche (1984) tauqht tension

headache and headache-free control-s subjects Èo increase

their frontal- .muscle tension using biofeedback. The authors

further assessed the effects of three different frontal
musc.Le contractíon periods (l minute, 2 minutes, and 3

minutes) on post-training EMG and subjectíve pain IeveIs.

Their results indicated that both groups were able to raise

their EMG leveLs equalIy, regardl-ess of length of

contractj-on period. The Longer the contract.ion period,

however, the lov¡er were the subsequent EMG leveIs, for both

groups, following trainíng. Interestj-ngly, the headache

subjects reported nore head pain than the headaihe-free

subjects, significantly so after the 2 minute contraction.

An important point.is that not all headache subject.s felt
pain, and that sorne headache-free subjects did feel pain.

It does not appear then that increased frontal muscle

activity alone can account for tension headaches.

In a l-ater study, Borgeat, Elie, and Larouche (L985)

tested the hypothesis that subjects who display a posj-tive

relationship between head pain and voLuntary muscle tension

increases would react more positively to EMG biofeedback.

In fac!, however, the authors found that those subjects

reporting a positive association between voluntary muscle

contractions and head pain did not differ significantly in
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terms of overal-1 headache activity when cornpared to those
patients whose muscLe cont xact ion-he a-d pain association was

not positive. The authors aLso pointed out. that there was

apparently no relationship between the subjects, cl_inicaÌ
headache j-mprovenent and their learning of EMG Iowering,
Again/ other fact.ors besides EMG activity are J_ike1y

accounting for tension headaches.

Thus, based on the above review, it is not necessarily
surprising that EMG failed to improve in the six subjects
whose headache activity decreased. The t.reatment out.cone

for muscle contraction headaches is likeIy to be influenced
by a host of psychological and/or social_ factors in addition
to frontal muscle activity.
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